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INTRODUCTION
This catalog is a working document that shows the locations from which
samples were collected during the Apollo 16 mission, and that provides a
descriptive geologic context for each sample. It is a compilation of notes
from work in progress, and supersedes an earlier report prepared by the
_ Apollo Lunar Geology Investigation Team. I
• The information in this report was obtained from the Air-to-Ground
_" transcript from the astronaut crew, from lunar surface television, from
; 60 mmHasselblad camera photographs and from available LRL "mugshot" photo-
_• graphs of the samples. The sample descriptions are based on these sources
_ of data, and do not reflect the more detailed examination that is presently
_: underway in the LRL.
.._- The report is still a preliminary study due to the short time available
• :!
_; to review the rather copious data The rocks have yet to be examined under
"_. identification certain in all cases. The original orientation of the
•.°_ samples will, in time, as ascertained and photographically documented, and
will be the subject of a final report on sample documentation.
.:' The reader will find inconsistencie._ in the format throughout the
report (and probably some errors). But we believe that it is more important
to disseminate these data early rather than to delay with detailed editing
sufficient to completely standardize the format.
IApollo Lunar Geology Investigation Team, Progress Report: Apollo 16
sample documentation, Interagency Report: Astrogeology 49, U.S. Geol.
Survey open-file report, May I0, 1972.
!
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Nearly all of the sizes, distances, slopes, and percentages given
are qualitative, visual estimates from Dhotographs. The number of
dimensions given for a sample is for the most part dependent upon the
number of sides visible in the photographs. The station maps (the fold-outs
in back of the report) were compiled using a perspective grid overlay on the
photographs, and thus are somewhat more accurate titan most other dimensional
data.
The station descriptions that follow this introduction anply to the
general station area (see illustration on the following page); the environ-
. ment descriptions under e_ch sample apply to an area a few meters on a
side around each sample, and may or may not reflect the surface character-
istics of the entire station area.
.-. :i.i._ Some of the LRL numbers (supplied courtesy of Patrick Butler,
Assistant Curator, Lunar Receiving Laboratory, NASA) are still somewhat
tentati:e and subject to change as more sample containers are opened.
-., The tentative numbers are indicated by an asterisk after the number.
. ,, .4 \
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STATION LOCATIONS
1972021174-006
SUMMARYOF THE GEOLOGYAT TRAVERSESTATIONS
In order to provide a context for the individual sample location
descriptions, a brief description of the geologic characteristics of each
sampling station is included. The interpretations in these summaries
are tentative and some will almost certalnly be modified after more infor-
mation on the samples is available.
Station LA (LM/ALSEP)
Station LA is located in five general areas (LM/ALSEP/station I0/
station I0' and LRV Park) ranging from about 80 m east to 180 m south-
west of the LM.
The Cayley Plains in the LA region are smooth but broadly undulating
with a maximum relief of several meters. Approximately 10-15 percent of
• --3
.... the surface is covered by cobbles (3-10 cm), and a relatively large num-#
,_ her of blocks up to .5 m are present. The largest boulder in the LA
sample area exceeds several meters. The rocks are fairly uniformly dis-
i tributed, buried ess than a quarter of their height, poorly filleted,
v
_!•• _ and most are perched; these are thought to represent ejecta from South
• ?
_ Ray crater. However, fillets are well developed on the large rock about
45 m north of the ALSEP central station; this boulder may have been
ejected from North Ray crater.
Rock types at station LA fall into three major types: (1) breccias
with dark vesicular matrices and light clasts; (2) breccias with light
matrices and dark clasts; and (3) white, fine-grained crystalline to
_i chalky rocks. Type (I) appears to be the predominant material. Many
samples in the LA area are at least partially glass coated. Rocks range
from very angular to subrounded. In general, the fine-grained chalky to
4
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crystallinerocks are smaller(6-12cm range)than the brecciafragments
and representabout5 percentof the rocksobserved. The soil in the
LA area is generallymediumgray, but scatteredareasof high albedosoil
were presentnear the ALSEP area. White soilsare more abundantto the
west.
• FreshI-2 m secondarycratersare commonand are believedto be
relatedto the South Ray crateringevent. Largercratersare generally
more subduedand range up to 30 m in diameter.
Materialcollectedat StationLA is probablyprincipallySouth Ray
craterejecta. BlocksfromNorth Ray cratermay alsobe present. The
deepdrill coreand doubledrivetube samplestaken in thisarea may
establishthe local stratigraphy.
Stationl
Stationl is locatedon the east rim of Plum crater,a small crater
"._
locatedon the southeastrim of Flagcrater. Plum and the many other
small cratersin the area all have low roundedrims that impart_ gently
_ rollingappearanceto the terrain. The surfacehas the soft,smooth
lookof powderysoil studdedwith rocks up to bouldersize.
,f Rockslargerthan smallcobblesare presenton aboutone percent
of the surface. A rounded,partlyburiedl to 1.5 m block,one of
the largestin the area,was sampled. Most of the rocksthat are
visiblein surfacephotographsand thatwere sample_appearto be subangular,
and mostwere only slightlyburied. Most of the angular,perchedrocks
are probablyray materialfromSouth Ray crater. I
1972021174-008
Samples collected here for the most part are breccias with light- ,
colored matrices and dark clasts. Most of these resemble breccias
sampled in areas thought to be North and South Ray ejecta, but others
appear restricted to the Plum-Flag area. At two places on the rim of
Plum crater, the crew noted that the regolith is white beneath a top
• I-2 cm thick layer of gray material. Elsewhere, for examp1_ in the
rake sample area, the white regolith was not noted.
t
Small subdued craters are common in the vicinity of station I.
These range from "rain-drop" size to about I0 m in diameter. Small
craters with rocky or cloddy ejecta are uncommon and appear to be res-
trlcted in size; they range from 0.5 to 3 m in diameter. They also
seem to be more commonand larger to the south, which suggests that they
.t
i may be secondaries from South Ray crater.
. . Flag crater can reasonably be assumed to have penetrated the upper
.c_ layers of the Cayley Formation. North and South Ray crater ejecta may
have extended to the Flag crater area, but would have been thin. Ray
, ; materials from other large craters cover the site, but the aggregate
• :_ thickness probably is only a few meters and most was probably derived
" ' from Cayley materials. Flag crater has an average diameter of about 200 m,
q
giving a calculated original penetration of about 40 m, which is probably
greater than the thickness of the total regolith. The Plum crater impact
was into the rim of Flag crater and penetrated to a calculated depth of
: 7 or 8 m. Exposure ages, and degree of erosion by impacts, should
reveal the original sources of many of the san_les.
?
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Station 2
• Station 2 activities begat about 50 m north of Spook crater rim,
and were extended another 50 m nori_1 to the rim of Buster crater. The
sampling area is dominated by ejecta from Buster crater, which is steep-
sided with a well-defined rim.
, Fragments up to 0.5 m but mostly smaller than I0 cm are scattered
more or less evenly over the area. While the abundance of blocks around
?
,_ the rim of Buster crater suggests that they are local ejecta, other
blocks are concentrated in a northerly trending strip across the crater
_" walls; this may indicate the presence of South Ray crater ejecta
_I'
_' Fragment shapes are mainly angular with a smaller proportion of rounded
:r
.-_ blocks; most are perched on the surface or buried only slightly. Fillets
• "_ are not abundant. The overall impression is that fragment population is
I fairly young.
'" ,"11
Rock types (as represented by the surface texture of the fragments)
.,
seem to include both friable and compact rocks, and the samples collected
, \
. , here appear to be similar to those found at station I. The soil is medium
'i gray except for an underlying light-colored material at the LRV locatim,.
: _ The compaction and granularity are typical of most of the lunar soilI,
,_ elsewhere in the area. Small craters up to 2 m in diameter are distri-
buted fairly uniformly; they are generally subdued but a few small fresh
ones have sharp rims and identifiable ejecta blankets.
The Buster crater samples should include local Cayley bedrock (rim
samples) and re-excavated Spook crater ejecta. South Ray crater ejecta
,i'._ .' "
" " ' ,' 7
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no doubt exist as a thip and perhaps discontinuods surface cover, possibly
diluting the Spook and Buster crater ejecta.
Station 4
The principal objective at stations 4, 5, cnJ G on Stone Mountain
was to obtain samples representativeof DescdrteR materials, which form
highlands bordering the Cayley Plains. The task was complicated by the
apparent superposition of South Ray crater ejecta, the lack of outcrops,
and the scarcity of accessible craters that definitely intersected bed-
rock, but a wide variety of rock types were photographed and sampled.
So_J_of these may well have been derived from underlying Descartes
materials. The contact between Cayley and Descartes material was not
recognized on the ground; the crew noted a gradual increase in slope,
but there was no apparent difference in color or texture of the regolith.
At station 4, highest of the three on Stone Mountain, samples were
collected from two separate localities (4a and 4b), probably in the
vicinity of Cinco B crater. The regional slope is approximately lO-15
degrees northwest.
The LRV was parked near the rim of a subdued crater (site 4a)
about 15 m across, amid a field of blocks thought to be derived from
South Ray crater. Perhaps 10-20 percent of the surface is covered by
rocks up to about 30 cm, interspersedwith scattere_ blocks as large as
a meter; pebble-size rocks (<_5 cm) are abundant. Most of the blocks
and cobbles are angular, but some of the smaller rocks are subrounded
to rounded. Minor fillets are common, particularly around large blocks.
Some fragments are apparently perched.
8
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The rocksare mainlywhite,but glass and dustcoatingsobscure :
many of the rocksurfaces. Clastsare readilyvisiblein someof the
blocksphotographed,and the predominantrocktype is probablybreccia.
Withinthe 15m craterrocksare much lessnumerouson the southwest
wall,whichwas likelyshieldedfrom SouthRay craterejecta. The regc--
, lithsurfaceis gray,but near the rim of the 15 m craterwhite material,
similarto thatin the Cayleyregolithat stationl, occursat a depth
of abouta centimeter.A trenchin the floorof the crater,however,
exposedno white soilor evidenceof layering. Fourpenetrometer
measurementsand a drivetube indicatedthat the materialwas unconsolidated
to depthsof at least75 cm, but at one location(penetrometer3) pro-
_ gressiveresistancesuggestedthatbedrockor more induratedregolithwas
_.-._ approached.
The brecciatedblocksand glassat station4a are probablySouth
./..'." " ;.,•
• 'i Ray craterejecta. Rakeand soil samplestypifyregolithwithinthe
':_! blockfield,formedby degradationof localimpactejecta,mixedwith
; .,_ materialsfromSouthRay crater.
The secondsamplingsite (4b)was at a 20 m cratersouthwestof
_••:i 4a (pa_n4b). Angularblocksare concentratedon the northeastwall-. -.
._ and rim of the crater,apparentlycontinuouswith a we!l-definedstream
of blocksto the northeast. The remainderof the craterrim is rela-
tivelyblock free. Soil and rakesamplesconsistingmainlyof friable,
poorlyconsolidatedclods,were collectedfrom the south rim. No
f
._ white soilor evidenceof l_yeringwas foundbeneaththe _,-rfaceat
• this location. The blockson the northeastwall of the craterare
• .;_ _pp_rentiybrer.ciaswith largewhite clastsin blackmatrices,and are
i' 9
•, _,_,_,:a
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Dr_pablv ejecta from South Ray crater. The strongly asymmetric dis-
tripution of these blocks, the lack of recognizable ejecta elsewhere
around the crater, and the relatively large size of the crater suggest
that it is probably not of secondary origin but formed prior to South
Ray, and was subsequently mantled by ray materials. The indurated
, regolith samples from the block-free rim of the crater may thus have been
partly derived from underlying Descartes materials, reworked by local
impacts.
Station 5
: Station 5, downslope and about half a km away from station 4, is
: located on a topographic bench about 50 m wide, which slopes north
"T
-: about 5 degrees. Ti_ebench was near the rim of a 15 m crater. Large
"':'_ angular blocks are scattered sparsely around the crater, but 10-15 cm
: _ cobbles and smaller fragments are numerically ao,finant,covering perhaps
" _ 10-15 percent of the surface. Block shapes are mainly subangular to
._ subrounded, but some cobbles and small fragments are well rounded, and
. .... t a few very angular, platy fragments are also present. Fillets occur
....._ around some rounded cobbles; some rocks are partly buried, others perched.
." , Breccias do not appear to be abundant at this station, although
" _ light-colored, fine-grained crystalline rocks appear to be scattered over
the entire area sampled. Several of these are partially glass coated.
Rake and soil samples are characteristicallygray, although at one
locality lighter soils were present beneath a gray surface.
• Blocks are asymmetrically distributed within the crater, and are
practically absent on the southwest wall, which apparently was shielded
@
io
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" fromSouth Ray ejecta. The gray rakeand soil samplesfrom steep parts
of thiswall may it_cluderegolithderivedlargelyfrom underlying
Descartesmaterials,and/orbrecciatedejectafromdistantsources
depositedon Descartesbedrock. Thesematerialshaveno doubtbeen
considerablyreworkedby numerous,small local impacts. Largeblocks
" and angularcobblesare most likelyto be South Ray craterejecta,but
the rounded,filletedfragments,likethe regolith,may represent
_. underlyingmaterials.
Station6
_ Station6 is locatedon the lowestobservablebench of StoneMountain,
near a subduedlO m crater;the northwardregionalslope is somewhat
less steepthan at stations4 and 5. The surfaceis scarredby numerous
ii_ smallshallowcraters,with only a few as largeas lO m. Angular
blocksup to about0.5 m are scatteredthroughoutthe area,but rocks
t
•_ _ and cobblesof 5-15 cm are most common,coveringperhaps5 percentof
_;__ the surface. The rockdistributionwithin the subduedlO m crateris
• _,." "_ \
_,, )_ apparentlyasymmetric;rocks are very sparseon the southwestwall,
/L_ which was probablyshieldedfrom South Ray craterejecta.
._ The rocks describedand photographedexhibiteda wide varietyof
shapesand sizes,rangingfrom angularto rounded,and pebblesize to _
as largeas .5 m. Angular,glass-coatedblocksare strewnover much
of the surface. Smallwhite clastsare commonin many of these rocks,
; suggestingthat brecciasare predominant.One large,unusual,very
• rounded,partlyburiedblockon the southwestrim of the craterwas not
sampled. Filletsare moderatelydevelopedaroundsome rocks and several
appearto be partlyburied,whereasothersare decidedlyperched. A
11
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,f
unique white "splotch" of indurated soil was collected from the southwest
wall of the crater, but elsewhere the regolith was apparently gray through-
out.
The angular blocks and fragments in this vicinity are probably ejecta
from South Ray crater, whereas the rounded rocks and soil may have been
• derived initi_lly from Descartes bedrock, and/or brecciated ejecta depo-
sited on Cescartes.
The reiative scarcity of large, angular, clastic blocks at both
stations 5 ana 6 suggests that ray materials are much less prevalent tnan
at station 4. It seems probable that statior 4 samples were dominantly
ejecta from South Ray crater, with the possible exception of the rake
and soil samples at site 4b. At stations 5 and 6, however, a number of
' rounded fragments wer_ collected, as well as regolith samples from crater
walls apparently shielded from South Ray crater ejecta; these materials
.i were possibly derived initially from underlying Descartes bedrock, exhumed
by numerous local impacts. The specimens collected from Stone Mountain
'i
_t_; may provide some of the clues necessary to explain the morphologic con-
trasts between the Descartes Highlands and the Cayley plains.
_ i Station 8
Station 8 is located on a light-colored ray from South Ray crater.
The crew felt that they were on South Ray crater ejecta judging by the
concentration of blocks and spcondary craters. Nearly 30 percent of
the surface is covered by fragl,Jertsgreater than 1 cm, of which 30
, percent are larger than 3-5 cm. Blocks 0.5-2 m are scattered sparsely:: over the surface. Most blocks are subangular to angular, with little or
12
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no burial. Some roundedblocksappearto have poorlydevelopedfillets,
or are partiallyburied.
Two major rocktypesare presentin thisarea: (1) hard breccias
with white clastsin a dark bluishvesicularmatrix,(2) white crystal-
line,somewhatfriablerockswith a sugarytexture. The soilat station8
• is mediumgray, and generallyfirm away from craterrims; it was reported
to be firmerthanon StoneMountain. Difficultywas encounteredin driving
the doubledrivetube.
Two largecraters,one lO-15m in diameterand the other 15-20m
in diameteroccur in the vicinityof the LRV park position. Craters
" 0.5-5m in diameterare sparse;craterslessthan 0.5 m in diameterare
c
common. Most cratersare subduedwith no visibleejecta. Fromthe
"4. ' *
•:"-.#.._ centerof the lO-15m crater,a concentrationof blocksextendsnorth-
.,_ easterlyto at leasta craterdiameterbeyondthe rim.
."..._ Althoughit is difficultto determinethe thicknessof South Ray
i_
., .._.:_ craterejecta,the distribution,angularity,generalperchednatureof
.'__.*_ the rocks,and the presenceof small secondarycraterssuggestthat
_• .•"_ most if not all samplescollectedat station8 are of South Ray ejecta.
c. Stationg
Station9 is about400 m northof station8. It is locatedon a
gentleeasterlyslope in an area of relativelylow albedo. About 15
percentof the surfaceat station9 is coveredby fragmentsl cm and
larger,of which nearly80 percentare smallerthan lO cm. Blockslarger
,:_ than 0.5 m are sparse. Most of the rocksare angular,and show little
_,,,._.,.il._.,,!_ or no burial but roundedrocksdo occur in all size ranges and some
i972021i74-01G
appear to be partially buried. Fillets are generally absent, although a
few are present around both angular and rounded fragments.
Most blocks at this station are relatively coherent breccias. The
soil is medium gray and moderately firm away from crater rims. Small,
subdued craters up to 30 cm in diameter are common. Larger ones are
sparse.
Although it was hoped that the station area would be free of South
Ray crater ejecta, it is likely that at least some exists. The crew
observed from station 4 that the low albedo areas to the south, thought
to be free of South Ray material, appeared to be dark ejecta from the
South Ray event. There is some photograpFlic evidence to support this.
The angularity, distribution, and generally perched nature of the scat-
tered blocks at station 9 are similar to those in the station 8 area.
Whether there is a thin coating of or a substantial thickness of South
Ray ejecta in the station area is difficult to determine. Most probably,
the samples collected at station 9, with the possible exception of sample
\
69001, represent South Ray ejecta.
Station II
Station II is located on the southeast rim of North Ray crater and
is the northernmost point sampled on the Apollo 16 mission. The princi-
pal geologic objectives at this station were to collect representative
samples of the rocks excavated by the North Ray event, and, if poss, le,
to establish their relations within the crater walls.
!
About 230 m of the rim were traversed and sampled. Slopes to the
south, away from the rim, average 5-10 degrees; the inward slope of the #
mm
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southeast wall appears to be 10-15 _egrees for about the first I00 m,
then steepens sharply to 25-30 degrees. The crew was unable to view the
bottom of the crater-. Broad swales and hummocks several meters deep ,
and 10-20 m across occur on both sides of the rim crest. Large blocks
were observed and photographed on the northeast wa]Is of the crater
, which extend at least a third of the way down. These tend to be dark
colored, and there is a suggestion of horizontal organization.
,: The most notable aspects of the terrain in the drea traversed are
_ (I) the general thinness of the regolith; soils are less than a few
-1 centimeters thick everywhere except for deeper fillets around rounded
.. boulders; (2) the rather low density of large blocks which were expected
to cover a large part of the rim; their areal distribution proved to be
"_ only a few percent; (3) the generally perched nature of many blocks and
fragments _ all scales; and (4) the general lack of smaller craters.
.... _ Sampling was concentrated in three areas, one 50-70 m west of the
. _
LRV parking site, one from the LRV to a point 50-70 m east, and one
t• ' in a rather local area over I00 m east near House Rock. In a general
_!i'_ way, the kinds of rocks observed and collected vary from east to west.
_ Coherent breccias with dark matrices and light clasts are dominant near
House Rock; rather friable breccias with white matrices and dark clasts
are the dominant rock types to the west of the LRV; between is a mixed
population. Crystalline rocks are everywhere less abundant than breccias,
and occur rather evenly scattered over the entire area. Rake-soil samples
were taken along the rim spanning a distance of about 130 m. Some care
should be taken in the interpretationof these samples inasmuch as the
15
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friable breccias are shedding clasts in this size range. Soils are
generally thin throughout the area, and tend to be whiter in the western
part than in the east.
The difference in character of _reccias collected along the rim sug-
gests that a sizable thickness of strata is represented in the samples.
The horizontal concentration of boulders in the crater wall suggests inter-
calation of more coherent dark matrix breccias wi_,J softer, more c_slly
disaggregated breccias, but no simple stratigraphic relations are obvious
at this time. Between stations II ;md 13, about one-half crater diameter
from the crater rim, pieces of dark matrix breccia are reporte" to be
rare; this indicates that some light-col_red breccias may overlie dark
ones in the walls of North Ray crater.
_ Station 13
" , Station 13 is located on the ejecta blanket of North Ray crater
_'_ about 0.5 km southeast of the crater rim crest. The regional slope is
southeast, away from North Ray crater.
•_ f
"v The surface at station 13 is smooth but undulating. No more than
,_'
. _ I0 percent is covered by cobbles, and a few blocks up to about 8 m long
are present. Rock types are similar to those observed at station II on
tl_erim of North Ray crater. The cobbles, largely in the 5-10 cm size
range, are mostly subangular and are commonly tabular. Most are perched
on the surface. The large blocks are irregular in shape, and show
coarsely clastic textures and crude layering. Degree of burial of the
large rocks ranges from nearly none, as for Shadow Rock itself, to nearly
total. Some of the larger rocks have fillets. A low ridge of soil
#
16
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encircling Shadow Rock may be formed of debris shed from the rock. At
least _ome of the large rocks, including Shadow Rock, are breccias.
Shadow Rock itself is breccia with a dark unusually vesicular matrix
and light clasts. Soil at station 13 is medium gray. Where it was kicked
up near the LRV, it is white below the surface. Subdued small craters up
, to 1 or 2 m in diameter are conm_n in the station area.
Samples collected at station 13 should, for the most part, represent
ejecta from North Ray crater. Shadow Rock is probably a fragment of
older breccia excavated and ballistically transported to its present
site by the North Ray event. If so, soil samples from below the rock
overhang may represent fine North Ray ejecta u_disturbed since the
emplacement of the block. Rake samples away from Shadow Rock should
represent gardened North Ray ejecta.
• ._i
!
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SAMPLEDESCRIPT!NNS
The sample descriptions are arranged according to ascendif_ LRL
numbers. The first digit (6, which indicates Apollo 16 sample) of the
complete LRL number is omitted for brevity. The second digit, or first
to appear in this report, is the station number (with 0 = LM/ALSEP area-
station lO-station I0'; 7 = station II; 3 = station 13); thus they are
q
listed by ascending station number. Within each station, the samples are
.' grouped according to where they occur in the documentation photographs,
and therefore can only be placed in a rough ascending order. Tables 9 and
lO are page indices by container numbers and by LRL numbers. The applicable
illustr,tions follow immediately after the sample descriptions.
j'
!
i"
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I,
SAMPLE: 0001-0507 (deep core)
" Station: ALSEP (LA)
,: Landmark: About 175 m southwest of LM and 25 m south of ALSEP
central station.
Sample tyDe: Deed 6Dre.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPgE _REA
Slopes: Generally flat spot in an area of rolling topography.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Blocks up to 10-15 cm abundant
(I0-15%) .
Color: Light gray to whitish.
• Shapes_: Angular to sub-rounded.
Fillets : Poorly developed.
,. Apparent burial: Little; mostly perched.
Dust cover: Moderate to high.
Fi nes
Color: Medium gray with white soil at 3 .m dep'5 in 3 m crater
_i 6 m southeast of drill core _ite.
;.. Compaction: Generallq verq loose in entire ALSEP area;
: very dusty,
Craters
Size range and distribution: Craters up to 6 m abundant.
_"
Sha_e: Majority subdued.
•' Ejecta: Only on fresher 1-2 m craters.
")
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 3 m co re,
Comparison with other soil in area: Soil probably typical of
_" LM/ALSEP area.
,, _ Probable origin: Deep drill core should contain South Ray crater
•, ejecta over North Ray crater ejecta, and perhaps pre-North Ray event
• _,. regolith developed on the undezlging materials.
COMMENTS: Important to note that t_e ALSEP deep drill area appears to
,_ have the least compacted soil and most 2-6 m sized craters in the LA station
area. Core stems went easily into surface.
19
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1972021174-022
Post-sampling, I xgk]ng south (113-18367)
r
L
._, SAMPLE 0001-0007 ..
&
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1972021174-023
SAMPLE: 0010/0009 (D.T. 45/54)
Station: 10 (LA)
Landmark: Taken about 6 m south-southeast of station 10 and
approa. 100 m southwest of I2w
Rock type: Drive tube
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Gentle i-2 ° slopes off to west and east of core tube site
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Mostly pea-sized; none larger
than several cm
• Coior: Light gray to whitish
Shapes: Subangular to subrounded
Fillets : None
Apparent burial: 1/8 to 3/4
Dust cover: Not visible
Fines
Color: Medium gray
Compaction: Moderate
Craters
Size range and distribution: 50-60 cm crater just west of core
tube. Core taken on rim crest
Shape: Round, subdued
Ejecta: Not visible
COMMENT,C: Core tubes may reveal stratification reflecting ejecta from
50-_0 cm crater
.2
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] 97202 ] ] 74-024
/%
_ DRIVE TUBE 0010/0009
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1972021174-025
SAMPLE: 0014/0013 (27/32)
Station: I0' (LA)
,. Landmark: Approximately 120 m west-southwest of LM.
Rock type: Drive tube.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes : Level.
Pragment population
Size range and distribution: 5-20 cm blocks moderately abundant;
scattered 1-4 cm rocks.
Color: Many whitish rocks observed in down-sun photo; some
moderately gray.
q Sha_es: Subrounded to irregular.
Fi 1lets: Poorly developed.
• Apparent burial : <1/8
"_ Dust cover: Low-moderate.
Fines
Color : Medium gray.
" Compacti on : Moderate.
:,. Craters
Size range and distribution: Very sparse ]0-20 m craters;
relatively crater free area.
Shape : Subdued.
Ejecta : None visible.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Color: LMP noted bottom of core whitish, coarse grained.
Comparison with other soil in area: The white coarse soil noted in
" the bottom of the core tube was not noted on surface at station 10' but
,_,._ wnc noted at deep drill site.
, Probable oriqin: Core tube material including white soil probably
",_" represents South Ray crater ejecta.
_" COMMENTS: Bottom of core may include North Ray crater ejecta as well
_ •
,
i
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1972021174-026
Post-sampling, looking west (116-18700)
• i,*
"_i: SAMPLE 0014/0013
1972021174-027
SAMPLE: 0015"
Station: LM (LA)
Landmark: Probablu collected about 30 m west-northwest of LM within
view out right window.
Rock tvpe: Glass-coated cr_]stalline rock.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes : Broadly rolling.
Fragment Dopulation *
Size range and distribution: 5-15 cm cobbles abundant; 20-30 cm
blocks common.
• Color: Cray to white; verv few dark gray.
Shape__ss: Angular to subrounded.
Fillets: Not visible.
Apparent burial: Some partiallu buried.
Dust cover: Not visible.
Fines
Color: Medium grau.
Cra te rs
Size range and distribution: Scattered 1-3 m craters; some
fresh secondaries.
Shape: Mostly subdued.
Ejecta: Not discernible.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 12 x 30 cm.
Color. Bluish glass coating.
ShaDe : Unknown.
Fillet : Not visible.
3 Apparent burial: Not visible.
"_ Du_t cover: Not visible
; Comparison with other fragments in area: Cr_stalline rocks sparse
.! in LM/AfGEP area; nearly absent at most other stations.
_ Probable origin: E]ecta from South Raq.
\
" _ *Fragment description refers to area shown in LM window pan; not
immediate sample area.
i
1972021174-028
i': SAMPLE 0015"
_'.
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1972021174-029
SAMPLE: 0016 (FSR-4)
• ' Station : LM (LA)
•/ Landmark: 14-15 m southwest of LM
Rock type: Breccia, white matrix, small dark c[asts; moderately
coh eren t.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Nearly flat in immediate vicinity of sample.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Up to 20 cm size; up to 1 cm
fairly abundant; up to 5 cm sparse; sample 0016 one of largest
fragments in vicinity.
• Color: Primarily light to whitish, dark fragments sparse.
Shapes: Rectangular; subangular to subrounded.
Fillets : Poorly developed.
Apparent burial: Most fragments >3-4 cm buried 1/8 or less.
• D_st cover: Moderate to heavy.
Fines
_ Color: Light gray.
• Compacti on : Moderate.
' Craters
: Size ranqe and distribution: Up to 3 cm craters sparse in
_ near sample environment Surface relatively unpitted and
_. smooth, f_ window view of sample shows general crater distribution.
:/ SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 75 x 18 x 20 cm.
_?_ Color: White and gray; tan.
Shape: Rounded, equidimensional.
_ Fillet : Poorly developed.
;,_ Apparent burial: <1/8 of height.
Dust cover: Moderate to heavy.
•%_" Comparison with other fragments in area: Size of 0016 appears
•_ unique for a white rock in the LM-ALSEP area.
:6
,_ Probable origin: Most likely representative of South Ray crater
_.._ ejecta. Sample 0016 rested on the east rim of a 4 m crater from
:_ which it may have been excavated from a depth of about 1 m.
%
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1972021174-030
a) Pre-sampling, looking -- , i'_
northeast (110-17867)
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1972021174-031
SAMPLE: 0018 (FSR-10)
Station: 10 (LA)
Landmark: 100 m southwest of LM at station 10 pan site.
Rock type: Breccia, dark matrix, light clasts; qlassy.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes : Level.
Fragment popul ati on
Size range and distribution: Two 40 or 50 cm fragments in
area; up to .5 cm common; up to 10 cm sparse; small fragments
not as common as in most areas.
, Color: Whitish-tan to gray.
Shapes: Subrounded, irregular.
Fi llets : Absent.
Apparent burial: 1/8 on large boulders; up to 1/3 on smaller,
_" fist-sized rocks.
Dust cover: Low to moderate.
Fines
Color : Medium gray.
-Compaction: Moderate, soil cakes easily.
Craters
: Size range and distribution: None visible in disturbed area
" around sample.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 7 x 8 x 20 cm
" ";"; Color: Gray-tan to whitish weathered surface; gray black on
5 broken surface; white clasts.
/_ _ Sha_: Very irregular on broken surface; s ubrounded but rough
.. _ on eroded surfaces.
> Fillet : None.
'. Apparent burial : Perched.
i Dust cover: Appears light to moderate.
. Comparison with other fragments in area: Rock from which 0018
• wa broken is one of two large rocks that may be of a similar type.
_._,_ Area too disturbed to evaluate nature of smaller fragments in vicinity.
_ Probable origin: South Ray crater ejecta most probable source as
_ indicated by the number of boulders and the general lack of burial.
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1972021174-032
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a) Pre-samplfng, looking '" .
east-northeas t %" -,_ ."
(116-18689) "_ '
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b) Post-sammling, looking
northeast (116-18691)
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] 97202 ] ] 74-033
SAMPLE: 0019 (FSR-11)
Station: 10' (LA)
Landmark: Probably collected near station 10'. Approximatelq 115 m
west-southwest of LM.
Rock type: Dark breccia with white clasts; glassy coatipc.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes : Level.
Fragment population
Size range and distributfon: Up to 15 cm; 3 cm to 15 cm very
sparse.
Color: Medi um gray to tchiti._h.
" Shapes: Subrounded to angular.
Fillets: Very poorly deve!on, ed.
Apparent burial: 1/8 to 1/4.
Dust cover: Moderate.
Fines
Color: Light to medium graq.
Compaction: Relatively high.
Craters
Size ranqe and distribution: 10-15 cm diameter craters sparse.
Shape: Subdued.
Ejecta: Not visible.
S]L_PLE CHARACTERISTICS
;" Size: 15 x 7 x 7 cm.
Color: Medium gray with white clasts, l
•, Shape: Subrounded wJt_. knobby surface.
% Fillet : Poorly developed.
{ Apparent burial: <1/4 of height.
•_ Dust cover: Moderate.
._ Comparison with other fragments in area: Appears to be typical of
-_" many glass.,coated breccias in LM-ALSEP area.
•_ Probable origin: Ejecta from South Ray crater.
". t,
f
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1972021174-034
Pre-s_mpling, looking northwest (116-18702)
SAMPLE 0019
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1072021174-035
SAMPLE: 0035* (351)
Station: ALSEP (LA)
Landmark: Approx. 190 m south-southwest of LM and 64 m south-
southeast of ALSEP central station
Rock type: Whitish rock; probably breccia
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Level
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Limit of resolution to approx.
10 cm (0035 spls); (no scale in photo area); pea-sized frags
very abundant; >3-4 cm frags sparse
Color: Light gray "whitish"
Shapes: Larger, approx. 5-10 cm fragments semi-rounded but
tabular; smaller <2 cm fragments irregular to tabular
Fillets: Poorly developed
Apparent burial: Unusually little; larger fragments 1/8-1/4
Dust cover: Crew reported mostly dust covered
Fines
• Color: Light gray; raindrop pattern on surfac_ well developed
Compaction: Low to moderate
Craters
: Size range and distribution: 5-20 cm craters moderately
abundant-subdued; 3 m diaE3ter crater approx. 2 m south of
0035*
} Shape: Subdued
E_ecta: None visible
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: No scale in photo but appears to be about 15 cm.
--I
Color: Whitish, mottled gray
.; Shape: Subrounded edges but tabular
_ Fillet: Poorly developed
Apparent burial: 1/8-1/4
_';-_. Dust cover: Heavy
ComparisGn with other fragments in area: Crew stated "looks like
•. typical rocks that are in this area"
' Probable origin: Probably most recently excavated from approx. 3 m
diameter crater approx. 2 m south of the sample. Sample could
have previously been part of South Ray ejecta.
• """ 33
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1972021174-036
Pre-sam_ling, looking south (114-18384)
\
_:'"_ SAMPLE O0 35 *
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1972021174-037
SAMPLE: 0050", 0075* (355, 373)
Station : A_SEP (LA)
Landmark: Approx. 170 m south-southwest of LM and 50 m south-
southeast of ALSEP central station
Rock type: Breccia with white "caliche-like" matrix (0050*);
friable white rocks, probably breccias (0075*)
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Surface slopes down 3-4 ° to south-southwest toward
floor of approximately 5 m subdued crater which is one of a
doublet
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Up to 15 cm or greater; .5
to several cm fragments very abundant; larger fragments
moderately abundant
_ Color: Whitish rocks and "caliche-like" soil predominate
_: Semi-rounded to angular and knobby
Fillets: Difficult to resolve; area disturbed
Apparent burial: Difficult to resolve; area disturbed
Dust cover: Probably high
Fines
_. Color: Light gray
Compaction: Loose in crater wall and floor
Craters
...._ Size range and distribution: Area photographed too disturbed
• "'_ to recognize 10 cm sized craters; samples from north-northeast
_ rim of approx. 5 m diameter subdued crater
2". SAMPLE CHARACTF.'RISTICS FOR 0050*
Size: Small fragments; friable
•.._ Color: White, "caliche-like"
_ A_arent burial: White fragments apparently lying on surfaceDust cover: Not visible
_ Comparison with other fragments in area: Probably representative ,
_•` ._._. of most fragments in the area of the crater rim
".:. Probable ozigin: Probably material excavated from 5 m crater
•_. down to 1 m depth. Could also represent re-excavated South Ray
ejecta.
• _." SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 0075*
•_ Size: Sample on surface was approx. 8 x 17 cm. Broken in the
bag into many friable fragments
Color: White, friable
Shape: Irregular, knobby
Fillet: Unknown; sample was disturbed before pre-sample photo
A_arent burial: Most likely candidate appears disturbed prior
to pre-sample photo. Burial line of soil indicates about 1/2
buried.
Dust cover: Heavy
Comparison with other fragments in area: Apparently characteristic
of many white rocks on the rim of this crater
Probable origin: White clast from a Cayley breccia; recently
excavated from the 5 m crater, and may represent reworked South
Ray ejecta
35
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1972021174-038
-P" , ,
a) Post-0050* and pre-0075*
sampllng, looking west-
southwest (114-18386)
b) Pre-sampling, looking /
south (113-18366)
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1972021174-039
SAMPLE: 0095* (4)
Station : ALSEP (LA)
Landmark: Collected at heat flow hole 1 site about 175 m southwest
of LM.
Rock type: Glass ball
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Level spot between two subdued 3 m and 5 m craters region
generally rolling, hummocky.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: ALSEP area generally blocky with
5-15 cm fragments; area of deep core and sample 0095* however much
less so; few rocks >5-7 cm in near vicinity.
Color: Medium gray.
Shapes: Subangular to round.
Fi 1lets : Minor.
Apparent burial : Slight.
Dust cover: Probably high.
Fines
Color: Medium gray generally; white soil (3 cm down) kicked
up in nearby crater.
Compaction: Loose in all of ALSEP-deep drill area; especially
on small crater rims.
Craters
Size range and distribution: Heavily cratered area. Craters
up to 5 m abundant; forms very rolling terrain.
Shape: Subdued.
Ejecta: Present around freshest 1-2 m sizes.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size : About 3-4 cm.
: Color: Dark.
Shape: Spherical.
Fillet : Not visible.
Apparent burial: Unknown, probably kicked up during drilling.
Dust cover: Not visible. \
Comparison with other fragments in area: Not common but several
sampled in LA area.
Probable origin: Splash glass from South Ray crater.
COMMENTS: 0059* observed while placing heat flow probe 2 in only h_at flow
hole drilled.
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1972021174-040
a) Post-sampling, looking
northwest (114-18388)
b) Post-sampling, looking
south (113-18366)
1972021174-041
SAMPLE: 0115" (381)
Station : 10 (LA)
Landmark: Location approximately 60 m southwest of LM (see figure b)
Rock type: Black breccia
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: 2-3 ° to north-northeast into subdued crater.
Fragment populati on
Size range and distribution: Up to 11 cm; fragments >3-4 cm
unusually sparse; pea-sized fragments low to moderately
abundant.
Color: Two distinct colors: (1) dark gray (2) whitish
Sh__h_es. Tabular-subangular (darker fragments} to subrounded
(whitish fragments)
Fillets : Poorly developed.
A_arent burial: Larger fragments less thaz, 1/3.
Dust c_ver: Moderate.
Fines
Color: Medium gray to light c. ,.
Compaction: Moderately high i:_ sample area_
Craters
: Size range and distribution: Veru fe_ c_:. .....er-sized craters
:, in the immediate sample vicinlty. Local reg_n oE s_t_on 10
rather heavily cratered including a probable South Ray crater
secondary with projectile on rim (see figure b).
Shape: Larger craters subdued.
Ejecta: None except from secondary (indicated on figure b)
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: Ii cm x 4 cm x 4 cm
_ Color: Black
Shape: Semi-tabular to angular, elongate.
Fillet : Pooi'ly developed.
Apparent burial: Less than 1/4 to 1/3.
_ Dust cover: Low to moderate.
:_ Comparison with other fragments in area: Uniquely darker, more
tabular and angular. Nearest fragments of similar size are white-
t chalky, irregularly shaped with knobby surfaces.
i Probable origin: 0115" may have been most recently excavateo from
the 18 m crater north of the sample location. (Depth of maximum
penetration about 4 m.) Sample may also represent South Ray or
North Ray crater ejecta.
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1972021174-042
na) Pre-sampling, looking . _.
south (114-18446)
b) Pre-sampling, looking " _ -- _
/ \
northeast (114-18455) l _ _J
i
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_ SAMPLE 0115"
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1972021174-043
; SAMPLE: 0135" (430)
Station 10 (LA)
Landmark: Four m west of station 10 pan site; 100 m southwest of 5M
i: Rock type: Round glass-coated rock.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Level
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Limit of resolution to 8-10 cm;
pea-sized fragments abundant; few >3 cm.
Color: Light gray to whitish.
Shapes: Subrounded to subangular.
Fillets: Moderately well developed.
" Apparent burial: Some of larger fragments as much as 1/4
buried; smaller fragments mostly perched.
Dust cover: High on most fragments.
Fines
: Color: Light to medium gray.
Compaction: Moderately high.
Crate rs
, Size range and distribution: None in immediate area; photo-
graphed area disturbed however.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
?
Size: =4-5 cm.
i
Color: B1ack ?
Shape: Round.
Fillet : None.
• _' A__arent burial: Perched in figure (a) but may have been kicked
up.
Dust cover: Appears high in pre-sampling photos.
...._ Comparison with other fragments in area: Appears unigue in the
_ immediate sample area but glassy fragments apparently not uncon_on
•_ in the LM-ALSEP vicinity.
Probable origin: Glass coating may be impact-generated splash
on rock fragment Possible source is South Ray crater.
41
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1972021174-044
!_; SAMPLE 0135"
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' 1972021174-04
SAMPLE: 0215" (13)
Station: 10' (LA)
Landmark: In vicinity of 10' station, approx. 115 m southwest
of LM; exact location unknown but _hought to 5e near LRV station i0'
park position
Rock type: BlocKy, subangulaz, white rock; fine grained
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Level
Fragment population
• Size r_nge and distzibution: Up to 1 cm abundant; up to 10 cm
common
Color: Medium gray to distinct whitish rocks common
Shapes: Subrounded to irregular, knobby
Fillets: Poorly developed on ali sizes
Apparent burial: Very little on most 5-10 cm rocks; 1/4-1/2
on 0.5 m block just west _F 0215"
Dust cover: Moderately _,_
: Fines
Color: Light gray
Compa cti on : Moderate
Craters
:' Size range and distribution: None in field of view of pre-
sampling photo
.._ SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 8 x 6 cm
Color: White
_ Shape: Blocky, subangular
• _'_ Fillet: None on photographed face
Apparent burial: Almost perched
Dust cover: Crew reported moderate
Comparison with other fragments in area: Probably typical (except
} in size) to other light-colored rocks in vicinity; darker fragments&
_,[. _ more knobby; irregular shaped
_ | Probable origin: Probably South Ray ejecta
¢
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Pre-sampling, looking south (116-18705)
SAMPLE 0215"
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1972021174-047
SAMPLE: 0235* (15)
Station: LM (LA)
Landmark: Approx. 30-40 m south to southwest of LM -Y footpad
Rock type: ?robably breccia with bluish-black matrix and light-
colored crystalline clasts; subang[ "at.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Locally gentle, immediate vicinity of sample, slope is
several degrees to northeast into i. 5 m subdued crater
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Up to 20 cm; pea size very
9 abundant; up to 10 cm moderately abundant
Color: Moderate dark gray to light gray; two types distinct
in sample area
: Sha_: Semi-angular to knobby-irregular; semi-angula. _ frags
tend to be lighter with smoother surfaces
Fillets: Very little on fist-sized frags
Apparent burial: 0235* and rock "A" perchea--rest of fist-
sized and smaller moderately well buried
Dust cover: Appears to be moderately heavy on unperched frags
, Fines
; Color: Darker fragments are medium gray; lighter frags lighter
" than soil
: Compaction: Loose to moderate in immediate sample area on rim
of 1.5 m diameter crater
Craters7"
Size range and distribution: Six 8 cm to 1.5 m diameter craters
_. ,_ _n immsdiate sample area
"_ Sha_: Small 20-cm sized craters immediately south of 0235*
:: and frag "A" appear to be very fresh, possibly secondaries;4
_ larger craters moderately subdued
<
Ejecta: Present as clods in floor and on rims of two 20-cm
t, craters labeled secondary(?)t
SAMPLE CHAP_CTERISTICSSize: 5 cm
=,_ Color: Light gray, chalky color
.b
S_a_: Subaungular , coherent
"• Fillet : None
e.
: Apparent burial : Perched.
Dust cov_r: Not visible
_. Comparison with other frayments in area: 0235* typical of the lighter
colored, smaller, more subangular frags in vicinity. Other class of
frags larger, darker gray with knobby surfaces.
Probable origin: 0235* frobably came into this position as a secondary
projectile from a nearby primary (probably not South Ray) due to
extreme freshness of small 2".-cm crater. Sample however n_y repre-
.. sent South Rag ejecEa that has been re_-xcavated.
A COMMENTS: General area appears to have generally equal distribution of
_ light (smooth) and darker gray (knobby_ breccia(?) fragments.
1972021174-048
JSample 0235*, pre-sampling
looking southeast (117-18829)
;,_ SAMPLE 0235*
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] 97202 ] ] 74-049
SAMPLE: 0255* (17)
Station: LM (LA)
Landmark: Probably collected in vicinity of sample 0235*; indica-
tions that sample was carried prior to bagging
Rock t__: Breccia with a dark aphanitic matrix and small white
clas ts
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Slope several degrees off to east-northeast in immediate
sample area. 0255* overhangs in this direct_Jn (possibly into
small crater)
• F_agment population
Size range and distribution: Limit of resolution up to 20-cm
size; pea-size fragments very abundant; 2-cm to 20-cm size
moderately abundant
Color: Two distinct types: i) medium gray and 2) light
(whitish); Type 2) in near sample area are smaller (<5 cm)
fragments
_: Subangular with planar surfaces to subrounded with
knobby surfaces
Fillets: Moderately developed on 10-cm size fragments; many
pea-sized fragments appear perched (possibly disturbed)
Apparent burial: Larger fragments range from 1/4 to 1/2 burial
Dust cover: Appears moderate to heavy
Fines
Color: Medium to light gray
Compaction: Low to moderate
Craters
_ Size range and distribution: 8-cm co 30-cm craters present
but not abundant; no sharp fresh craters in near sample a_ea
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 15 x 12 x 8 cm
Color: Dark aphanitic matrix with about 30_ white clasts, glassy
coating
Shape: Subrounded with some planar surfaces
Fillet: Moderately well developed
Apparent burial: 1/3 to 1/2 buried
Dust cover: Appears to be heavy
Comparison with other fragments in area: 0255* is distinct in the
immediate vicinity of sample by its s.'brounded kr_obby appedrance;
glass coating and advanced burial. It is however typical of many
such rocks in the general area.
Probabl_ origin: South Ray ejecta material
COMMEN_S: Documentation not completed by location photo. Referred to
as "half a grapefruit" sample.
l
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1972021174-051
j,
SAMPLE: 0275 (18)
i, Station : LM (LA)
Landmark: %4 m NNE of Z_ +Y footpad.
Rock type: Glass coated rock; may be a breccia
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slo_: Low; surface unusually flat
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Limit of resolution to _12 cm;
pea size abundant
, Color: Light gray to chalky
_: Subangular to subrounded to irregular
Fillets: Few on larger frags; many perched
frags range from filleted to perched
_ Apparent burial: Little on 2 cm to 12 cm sized frags
Dust cover: Moderate to heavy on all sizes
Fines
Color: Medium gray
Compaction: Moderate to moderately high
Cra ters
• Size range and distribution: None in near environment
_ SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 8 x 7 x 6 cm.
Color: Medium gray to white chalky, glass coated
"'_ Shape: Subrounded, lumpy
Fillet : None
Apparent burial : Perched
Dust cover: Light to moderate
" _-, Comparison with other fragments in area: Appears to be typical of
•'_ other perched _-cm sized fragments in local area
_ Probable origin: Perched nature indicates relatively recent depo-
sition; location of 0275 near rim of 27-m crater east of LM (fig. b)
• indicates it may have been excavated from a maximum of 6 m depth in "
_ _' the Cayley.
°L COMMENTS: May represent re-worked South Ray material.
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1972021174-052
SAMPLE: 0315 (20)
Station: LM (LA)
Landmark: 5 m north of LM +Y footpad
Rock type: Crystalline rock, white crystals or small clasts
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slo_: None
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Limit of resolution to 17-18 cm;
6-18 cm frags moderately abundant; <5 cm very abundant
Color: Light to medium gray
_: Primarily irregular to subrounded, knobby
Fillets: Moderately well developed
Apparent burial: Extensive on majority of larger fragments;
1/8 - 3/4 burial range
Dust cover : Heavy
Fines
' Color: Light gray
Compaction: Moderately high as indicated by footprints
Craters
Size range and distribution: Very sparse for all sizes
T ' T _q_ T("SAMPLE Ct'.2iRAC TER ..... S !
Size. 17 cm x 8 cm x 5 cm
Color: "_edJum gray
Shape: Very angular (sharp edges), tabular (unusually so) ;
• fractured along planar zones
Fillet: Poorly developed
Apparent burial: 1/8 or less of rock
. ": Dust cover: Low to moderate
Comparison with other fragments in area: Unique. Tabular, very
" angular compared to irregular shaped, knobby rocks surrounding
• " it of similar size; 0315 not as buried as majority of larger frags
Probable origin: Sample may represent part of South Ray ejecta or
_ material comprising Cayley down to 6 m below LM site. 0315 wasq
"_.'. however very likely excavated by 27 m diameter crater east of LM.
: (Refer to 0275, fig. b)
. COMMENTS: Tne crystalline nature of this sampl_ makes it of unusual
: significance.
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1972021174-053
fa) P_.e-sampling, looking
southeast (117-18834)
"., b) Planimetric map showing
samples 0275 and 0315
: relative to LM and 27 m N
crater. I
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SAMPLES 0275 AND 0315
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"I97202"I'I74-0,54
Sample 0315, pre-samp!ing, looking
southwest (117-18836) (refer to
sample 0275, figure b)
)
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1972021174-055
SAMPLE: 0335* (331)
Station: LRV park (LA)
Landmark: Approximately 70 m east-northeast of LM +Y footpad and
25 m northwest of LRV final park position.
Rock type: Hard, sugary crystalline rock.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes : Level
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Limit of resolution to 10 cm;
pea-sized fragments abundant; very few rock >2-3 cm in immediate
area.
Color: Medium gray to whitish.
Shapes : Tabular aud angular to irregular and knobby.
Fillets: Poor to moderately developed.
Apparent burial: Most larger fragments 1/8 to 1/3.
Dust cover: Moderately high.
Fines
_ Color: Light gray.
Compaction : Rather firm.
'" Craters
,: Size range and distribution: None present >3-4 cm in
immediate sample area.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 5 x 9 cm.
Color: Whitish-light gray.
• • "r_
Sha__: Tabular, angular.
_ Fillet: Moderately well developed on east side.{
; Apparent burial : 1/3-1/2
_ Dust cover: Moderately heavy.
Comparison with other fra_[ments in area: 0335* is distinct in the
;_ sample area by virtue of its tabular and angular nature. Closest
similar sized fragments just to the south of 0335* are darker and
irregular (knobby) in shape.
• _ Probable origin: Most likely represents South Ray crater ejecta.
,_ COMMENTS: This rock used for LPM measurement.
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looking southeast
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] 97202 ] ] 74-057
SAMPLE: 0500, 0510" (350, 349)
Station: 10 (LA)
Landmark: Collected about 5 m southeast of station 10 ran slte
approx!mate!u 100 m southwest of AM.
Rock type: Rake (0510") - sozl (0500) sample.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF S_MPZE AREA
Slopes : Leuel
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: U_ to 2-3 c_; veru few pebble-sized
£ragments (much less than average in LM/ALSEP area).
Color: Whitish to light gray.
ShaDes: Generally equidimens_onal ; s _bangular to s u3 ,'ounded.
Fillets: Very poorly developed.
A_2_parert burial: I,/8-1/4 on 2-3 cm fragments.
Dust _over: Not visible.
Fines
Color: Lignt gray.
Compaction : Moderate,
Crate_s: None in vicinity.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 0500
, Size: <i cm.
, Color : Ligx_t to medium gray.
Comparison with other soil in area: Texture and color appear typical.
SAMP,,E CHARACTERISTICS FOR 0510"
Size : i-3 cm.
, Color: Light gray to whitish.
.: Shape: Su Sangul a£ .
Fi],ets: Absent to poorly developed.
Ar_arent burial: Perched to slight. .,
Dust cover: Not visible.
: comparison with other fragments in area: Probably rake fragments
_re typical of the relativel_ few rocks in area.
"_ Probable origin: Mostly South _ay crater ejecta and local
• _ Cayley material.
I
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a) Pz'e-sampling, looking : .
rzorth. 0506 not I \ o ' _i
identified, 'out from _ / _- .._"
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nor."h. 0500 not ,_" :_
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1972021174-059
_K
" SAMPLE: 0600 r 0610" (348, 347)
Station: 10' (LA)
Landmark: About 10 m northwest of LRV and 120 m southwest of LM.
Rock type: Rake (0610") - soil (0600) sample.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes - Level.
Fra gmen t pop ulation
Size range and distribution: Up to 7-8 cm; 3-6 cm fragments
unusually abundant.
Color: I.ight gray to whitish.
Shapes: Subro,,nded.
Fi 1lets : None.
Apparent burial : 1/8.
Dust cover: Moderate to high.
Fines
,_ Color: Medium gray.
• Compaction : Moderate to high.
Craters: None in immediate vicinity.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 0600
" Size : Unknown.
"/.
Color: Light gray on surface.
i" Comparison with other soil in area: Typical in color and texture.
i.; Probable origin: Contains material from South Ray and North Ray
craters.
; COMMENTS: Sampled to depth of 5-8 cm.
_;, SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 0610"
i Size: _i-6 cm in diameter.
% Color: Light gray to whitish.
S_ape: Primarily subrounded and irregular.
:_. Fillet : None.
/" ADparent burial : 1/8 of fragment
,,- _
_ Dust cover: Moderately high.
_ Comparison with other fragments in area: Whitish rake fragments \
;_ appear typical of fist-sized rocks in local area. Some white clasts
_ visible.
Probable origin: South Ray crater ejecta.
_%_ COMMENTS: 15 or more fragments; some glass coated.
i
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1972021174-060
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b) Pre-sampling, ic_king north-northeast (116-1B681)
_..
SAMPLES 0600 AND 0610"
:<
SAMPLE: FSR-4a? (LRL number not assigned)
Station : LM (LA)
Landmark: Collected in LM area(?)
Rock type: Glass-covered rock.
SfIRFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes : Broadly rolling
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Details unknown, but general area
c,haracterized by ab_nndant (10-15%) 3-10 cm cobbles and scattered
blocks uD to .5 m.
Color : Gray
Shapes: Angular to subrounded.
Fillets: Generally poorly developed.
Apparent burial: Some partially buried.
Dust cover: Not visible.
Fines
Color : Medium gray.
Compa cti on : Firm
Crate rs
Size range and distribution: Scattered 1-3 m craters; larger
craters up to 30 m.
Shape: Mostly subdued.
E_ecta: Not discernible,
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Si ze : Unknown.
Color: Black.
ShaDe : Unknown.
t
Fillet : Unknown.
'_ Apparent burial : Unknown.
Dust cover: Unknown.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Part of population of black
' glass-covered rocks near LM.
:_ Probable origin: South Ray c _ _er ejecta. \
COMMENTS: No photographic or television documentation. Thought to have
been collected shortly before departure from LM early in EVA 2.
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1972021174-062
SAMPLE: 1015" (FSR-I)
Station : 1
Landmark: Rim of Flag crater; 10 m south of Plum crater.
Rock type: Breccia with partial coating of glass on two sides;
medium gray.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes : Level
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Up to 1 cm fairly common; 5 to 20 cm
sparse; appears to be b_-modal distribution in these two size
ranges; larger fragments absent in sample area.
Color: Medium gray.
ShaDes: Angular to subrounded.
Fillets: Absent to poorly developed.
Apparent burial: Slightl_ buried to perched.
Dust cover: ApDears to be some dust cover.
Fines
Color: Medium gra_
Compaction : Moderate.
Craters
Size range and distribution: UD to 5 cm dense; up to 50 cm
common in sample vicinity.
ShaDe : Subdued.
E_ecta : Not visible.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 8 x i0 x 15 cm.
Color: Medium gray.
Shape: Angular, somewhat irregular.
Fi llet : None.
•. Apparent burial : Perched.
• Dust cover: Appears to be somewhat dust covered.
: Comparison with other fragments in area: Largest fragment in
inm_diate vicinity; appu.ars ty,_ic_i of other fragments in same
.[
• size range in general area.i
Probable origin: Angularity and lack of fillet and burial suggests
4. has not been in this position for a long period of time.
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1972021174-063
a) Pre-sampling, loeKing
northeast (109-17810)
"4
" b) Pre-sampling, looking I .
•_ north (109-17808) 1
_, "_
,'J'/5
SAMPLE 1015"
.__. . ]"
1972021174-064
SAMPLE: 1016" (FSR-2 "Big Muley")
Station : 1
LanJmark: Ea._t rim of Plum crater
Rock type: Breccia. gray matrix, white clasts
SURFACE C_ARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: At break in slope into Plum crater
Era gmen t pop ul a ti on
Size range and distribution: 5-10 cm fragments common;
up to 30 cm fragments sparse.
Color : Medi um gray
Shapes: Mostly angular, some rounded
" Fillets: Absent to poorly developed
Apparent burial: Slightly buried to perched.
Dust cover: Not visi_gle
Fines
Color : Medium gray
Compaction : Not visible.
Cra ters
.. Size range and distribution: Not visible.
_ib, _.Shape: Not vi _-" 7_
Ejecta: Not visible.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 25 om.
Color: Medium gray with white clasts.
,. Shape: Rounded
Fillet: About 2-cm high on east side; absent on west side
J,
Apparent burial : i/I0 of rock.
,. , Dust cover: Not visible.
, Comparison with other fragments in area: Larger and more rounded
".'- than most of fragments.
"'"." Probable origin: Rounded nature suggests ejected from one of
older craters in area, and not from South Ray.
COMMENTS: No photo documentation available; above description based on
.:.
television images.
.,._'
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1972021174-065
J !
a) Pre-sampling, looking ',
south (photo from TV I
image )
Plum . ..,
o
f .
t
¶
": SAMPLE 1016" (see also illustration for 1220")
'1
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] 97202 ] ] 74--066
SAMPLE: 1135", 1180", 1195" (362, 369, 2)
Stati on : 1
Landmark: Northeast rim of Plum cratez"
Rock type: 1195" is a glass-coated rock, possibl_ a breccia; 1135"
is a light-colored breccia with white clasts; 1180" is soil.
SUP,FACE CL'ARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes : At break in slope into Plum crater
Fragn_nt poDulati on
Size range and distribution: Fragments larger than 10 cm
sparse; samples 1195" and 1135" are two of the three largest
, in immediate vicinity; .5-2 cm fragments common.
Color: Light gray, light to medium gra_; some appear
lighter than regolith.
ShaDes: Generally angular, some rounded.
Fillets: Moderately well developed on fragment _der gnomon
(not collected); otherwise poorl_ developed or absent.
Apparent burial: Fragment under gnomon about 1/2 buried;
others mostly perched on surface.
Dust cover: Not apparent; crew reported dust on 1135".
, Fines
Coloz : Medium gray at surface; crew reported light material
, at I-cm depth nearby.
Compaction: Moderate to loose.
Craters
4"
.:. : Size range and distribution: Greater than 1 m sparse; up to
; _ _: 1 m common; up to i0 cm dense.
: o
Shape: Generally subdued; row of four 20-40 cm, fairly
"" " " ' • "3
;, - , < sharp craters lust south of gnomon.
• Ejecta: None recognizable except around 30-cm crater south
.' of gnomon
': - _ SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS: Do not know which sample is 1195" and which
" { is 1135". Description is for sample north of gnomon leg.
" :i_ Size: 6 cm :,,
"_ _ Color: Light gray
'........; Shape: Angular, irregular.:...,.<
•. • Fillet : None visible.
: i_ Apparent buriJl: 1/4 of sample.$. . ,_
"_ Dust cover: None visible.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Second largest of
_' three largest in vicinity; less irregular than largest (not col-
lected) ; otherwise appears similar to these and most smaller
fragments in area.
Probable ori_n: Lack of filleting and burial, and angularity,
suggest not exposed for long period of ti _.
COMMENTS: Even though angular, presence of material from South and
North Ra_ craters, and nearness to Flag and Plum craters, suggests a
difficult to interpret, and possibly a complex, history. On rim of
Plum crater; part of 4-part _adial sample.
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1972021174-067
SAMPLE CHARACTEPISTICS: DO not know which sample is 1195" and which is
1135". Description is for sample south of gnomon leg. "
Size: 4 cm.
Color: Light gray.
Shape: Angular.
Fillet: None visible.
Apparent burial: 1/10 of sample.
Dust cover: None visible.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Smallest of thr_e
largest rocks in area; angular, but more regular than other tw,;
larger rocks; appears similar to most other fragments in area.
Probable origin: Lack of filleting and burial, and angularity,
suggest not exposed for long period of time.
COMMENTS: Even though angular, presence of material from South and
North Ray craters, and nearness to Flag and Plum craters, suggests a
difficult to interpret, and possibly a complex, history. On rim of
Plum crater; part of 4-part radial sample.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 1180".
Size : Unknown.
Color: Medium gray.
Comparison with other soil in area: Appears typical in color
and granularity.
Probable origin: Largely a mixture of ejecta from North Raq,
South Ray, Flag, and Spook craters.
COMMENTS: Should be several small pebble-size fragments in sample."r
Exposure age probably representative of, or skewed toward, South Ray
:" crater age. On rim of Plum crater; part of 4-part radial sample.
e
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1972021174-068
a) Pre--samp!ing, looking sout,5 "Z14-18405)
- + 4._
• ,'I_" f:
b) Pre-sampling, looking c) Pre-sampling, looking
southeast (i09-17800) west (i09-17799)
.d
SAMPLES i195", I135a, 1180 _ "
_': 66
] 97202 ] ] 74-069
SAMPLE: 1155". 1500 .I (37i, 363)
Station : 1
Landmark: 30 m east of Flag craLer, 35 m northeas_ of Plum crater.
Rock type: 1500" is soil; 1155" consists of four fragments (probably
brecci as )
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF gAMPLE AREA
Slopes : Level
Fragment populati on f
Size range and distribution: Ut, to Z cm aDu_ndant; uD to 4 c_
commor_; larger fragments absent in sample area.
" Color: Light gray.
ShaDes: Angular to rounded.
Fillets: Absent to poorly developed.
A__arent burial: Most fragments perched; a few slig_t[,; buried
except for some that look like indurated regolitt • which may
be up to 1/2 buried.
.. Dust cover: Crew reported everything covered.
: Fines
: Color: Medium gray.
Compaction : Moderate.
Craters
4,
. Size range and distribution: Up to 5 cm abundant; uD to 50 m
-., common; larger are sparse.
.. _ Shape: Subdued• except for 15 cm crater just north or photo- ,
metric chart which is sharp wi_n moderately raised rim.
_ Ejecta: Not visible
•5_ S_MPLE CHARACTERISTICS _R 1500"
• Size : Unknown.
P
Color: Medium gra_.
t Comparison with other soil in area: Appears typic_l of other soil
_ in area.
• _" Probable origin: Includes material ejected frc,n North Ray South
._ Ray, Flag• and Plum craters.
_'. _ COMMENTS: About 3/4 crater diameter awa_ from Plum crater; farthest
• ,,#
•,w out in 4-part radial sample of Plum crater.
". _ S,,"PLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 1155". Apparently four fragments were collected
.. ,_ and because all four fragments are so similar, description wi Zl apply te
all four.
Size : 4 cm
Color: Light gray
Shape: Subangular
Fi llet : None
Apparent burial : Perched
Dust cover: Crew reported dust covered, not visible in photos.
comparison with other fr___._aclmentsin are=: Typical of the more angular
; fragments in area; one f£agment in cluster b_ _u2omon leg is rounded,but was not collected.
Probable origin: Angularity, and lack of fillets and burial, suggests ,
• • _ fragments have been in this position for a short period of time.
•..... COMMENTS: About one crater diameter awa_ from Plum crater; fa£thest out
_:" in 4-part radial sample of Plum crater. . =
¢
ISince preparation of this data, the LRL number of sample 61500 has been
changed to 61140.
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1972021174-070
a) Pre-sampling, looking
west (i09-17796) . ...
" T"I
• ._-j
4
;+
: /155_
": r
_ r
SAMPLES 1155" AND 1500"
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1972021174-072
SAMPLE: 1120 .I, 1510" (354, 372)
Station : 1
Landmark: 20 m east o ,_Flag crater l&-
Rock type: Rake (1510*)-soil (1120") sample
SURFACE CHA_ACTERiSTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes : Level
Fragm_r t population
Size range and distribution: Up to 1 cm common; up to 10 cm
sparse; none larger in immediate area.
Color : Medium gray.
ShaDes: Angular to rounded.
Fillets: Poorly developed to absent.
ApDarent burial: Slightly buried to perched; several 2-cm angular
fragments in and near l-m crater north of gnomon markedly perched.
Dust cover: Not visible.
Fines
Color: Medium gray.
Compacti on : Moderate.
Craters
: Size range and distribution: Up to 5 cm dense; up to 3 m fairly
conTnon .
Shape: Generally subdued; one l-m crater lust north of gnomon
with sharp, raised rim.
Ejecta : None visible.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 1120"
"" Size : <i cm
"4
_ "' Color: Medium gray soil and fragments.
, Shape: One 4-cm fragment apparently collected, subrounded.
:- Fillet: Moderately well developed on 4-cm fragment.
,f•• Apparent burial: 4-cm fragment 1/4 buried.
Dust cover: Not visible on fragments.
.'i Comparison with other soil in area: ApDears typical in color
•; •_ and granularity; 4-cm fragment intermediate in rounding; appears
._:• to be somewhat more buried and has better-developed fillet.
"Y•• Probable origin: Includes contributions from North Ray, South
•_; Ray, Flag, and Plum craters.
, _ COMMENTS: About 1/3 crater diameter away from Plum crater; second
" closest to rim in 4-part radial sample.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 1510"
Size: Mostly >i cm
ShaDe: Angular to rounded.
Fillets: Poorly developed to absent.
Apparent burial: Slightly buried to perched.
Dust cover: Not visible.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Appear typical of
smaller fragments outside rake area.
Probable origin: Includes contributions from North Ray, South
_, Ra_, Flag, and Plum craters.
" COMMENTS: About 1/3 crater diameter away from Plum crater; second
closest to rim in 4-part radial sample. '_
Isince preparation of this data, the LRL number of sample 61120 has
,._. ' been changed to 61500.
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1972021174-073
:'. a) Pro-sampling, looking north (i14-18390)
'- ^ o _ I
• .
4 L
b) Pro-sampling, looking c) Post-sampling, looking
south (109-17795) north (i14-18395)
_, SAMPLES 1120" AND 1510"
.I
,: 71
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1972021174-074
SAMPLE: 1160", 1175" (356, 364)
Station : 1
Landmark: Northeast rim of Plum crater
Rock type: 1160" is soil; 1175" is breccia
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
_: Level
Fragment population
Size ranqe and distribution: Up to 1 cm common; 1-3 cm sparse;
two 5-cm in vicinity including sample 1175"; .75 m boulder
about 2 m north of sample.
Color: Light to medium gray; appear slightly lighter than
regoli th.
Shapes: Generally angular, irregular
Fillets: Poorly developed to abgent; .v5 m boulder has no
fi llets--overhangs surface.
Apparent burial: Slightly buried to perched; .75 m boulder
is perched.
Dust cover: Crew reported dust covered; some dust visible
on .75 m boulder.
Fines
Color: Medium gray at surface
Compacti on : Loose
Craters
Size range and distribution: Up to 5 cm dense; up to .5 m
common; up to 2 m sparse.
Shape: Subdued
Ejecta: None visible.
\
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]97202] ]74-075
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 1175"
Size: 6 cm
Color: Light gray
Shape: Rounded
Fillet: None visible
Apparent burial : Perched
Dust cover: Covered (crew description)
Comparison with other fragments in area: More rounded; color,
lack of burial and fillet typical.
Probable origin: Appears more rounded than fragments that appear
to be e]ecta from South Ray crater; mav be from one of older craters
in the area.
COMMENTS: A_out 1/2 crater diameter away from Plum crater; second
farthest out in 4-part radial sample.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 1160"
Size : Unknown
: Color: Medium gray
;. Comparison with other soil in are_aa: From spot where disturbed by
/ footprint, but appears typical in granularity and color.
Probable origin: From rim cf 10-cm crater; may contain material
from North Ray, South Ray, Flag, and Plum craters.
COMMENTS: Should contain several pebble size fragments. About 1/2 crater
diameter away from Plum crater; second farthest out in 4-part radial
'_ sample.
l
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1972021174-076
b) Pre-sampling, looking °
north (114-18401) _I
%
' SAMPLES 1160" AND 1175"
74
1972021174-077
: SAMPLE: 1220", 1240"; 45*-49*; 1255" (357, 352)
_,, Station: 1
Landmark: East rim of Plum crater
Rock t_p_: 1240" is soil from top of trench; 1220" is soil from
bottom of trench. Both contain rock chips. Those in bag 352 are
numbered 1245"-49" and 1255".
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: At break in slope into Plum crater
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Fragments larger than i0 cm
sparse in general area; vicinity of sample .5 cm-2 cm common, ,.
larger are absent.
_ Color: Medium gray.
Shapes: Generally angular; some rounde_.
}[ Fillets: Poorly developed.
Apparent burial: Generally perched.
" Dust cover: Not visible.
_ Fines
_, Color: Medium gray at surface, light gray just below surface
_ Co._action: Loose
"_ Craters
_.
Size ranqe and distribution: Greater than 1 m sparse; up to
_ 1 m common; up to 10 cm dense.
Shape: Generally subdued
•"'_ E_ecta: None recognizable
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
• _ Size: Unknown
"_ Color: 1240" is medium gray; 1220" is light gray
Comparison with other soil in area: Texture and alLedo of soil
where 1240" taken appears typical of area; cannot tell from pre-
sent data if lighter material such as 1220" is continuous in sub-
surface.
_ Probable origin: Ejecta from Plum crater; likely originally
•_ North Ray ejecta that has darkened at surface; probably small
amount of South Ray ejecta at surface but not enough to lighten the
_: surface appreciably.
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1972021174-078
Z/'_,$/colored
.. mo/_',',,'#lbe/ow
.. 5ur./o¢_ ."
., (2_=,t eo,_, _._ .,.• •
),
•':_ b) Post-sampling, looking ."
:,,.." southwest (109-17801)
:;., SAMPLES 1220"; 1240"; 1245-49"; (AND 1016")
#.
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i 97202 i i 74-079
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SAMPLE: 1295", 1280" (353, 368)
( Station: 1
Landmark: Southeast rim of Flag crater, southwest rim of Plum crater.
Rock type: 1295" is from breccia boulder, gray matrix, white clasts
and green clasts; 1280" is soil sample of fillet around boulder.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
_: At break in slope into Plum crater
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Sample 1295" from 2-m (largest in
area) boulder; up to l-cm fragments abundau, t; L'p to 5-cm
• fragments common; larger are sparse.
Color: Light to medium gray
; Shapes: Generally angular; 2-m boulder rounded.
Fillets: Absent to poorly developed, except well developed,
. about 10 cm high, fillet on boulder.
Apparent burial: Generally perched, except boulder 4/5 buried.
Dust cover: Not apparent, except boulder appears to be mostly
covered.
Fines
: CeZor: Medium gray at surface; light gray in subsurface, at
_ least in some spots.
_ Compaction: Moderate to loose
Cra tars
; Size range and distribution: Sparse in immediate vicinity of
i_ sample.
_ Shape: One 2-m fresh, blocky (cloddy?) irregular and
sharp-rinm_ed crater 5 m north of boulder.
,. _ E__ecta: Some of perched angular fragments in vicinity of
"i
_ sample site possibly from sharp crater. •
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 1295"
_: Size: 6 cm
ii Colo_____r:Light gray
_. Sha_: Rounded on exposed surface
_', Fi let: Well developed around boulder
"_ Apparent burial: None of sampled portion of boulder buried
• _ Dust cover: Probably moderate on upper part of sample
.7 _ Comparison with other fragments in area: Boulder more rounded :
i than most of the smaller fragments in are_.
Probable origin: Too rounded tc he from South Ray crater; could
be from any older craters in area.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 1280 _
Size: Unknown
Color: Medium gray
Comparison with other soil in area: From fillet on 2-m boulder; looks
similar to other soil in area; cannot tell from photos or transcript
if it is lighter in the subsurface at the spot sampled.
_ Probable origin: Mixture of ejecta from North Ray, South Ray,
Flaq, and Plum craters, plus material eroded from sampled boulder.
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1972021174-080
Lt
_.', SAMP,.'S _0" AND 1295" .
1972021174-081

SAMPLE: 2235*-37*, 2240* (5, 6)
Station: 2
Landmark: Southeast rim of Buster crater.
Rock type: 2235*-37* consists of three rock f_agments; 2240* is soil.
Two of the rock fragments are whitish, one is angular to subrounded
and dusty.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS 0 F gAMPLE AREA
Slopes: On rim of Buster; surface slopes gently to south toward LRV.
Fragment populati on
Size range and distribution: Up to 20 cm.
Color: Gray, same as soil.
Shapes: Mainly angular to subround.
Fillets : None obvious.
Apparent burial: About half are perched; other half buried
up to 50%.
Dust cover: Crew reported dust; not visible in photo.
Fines
Color: Gray, same as fragments.
J Compaction: Footprints sink about 1 cm; fine-grained material
forms small clods where compact.
Craters
Size range _nd distribution: 2 cm and smaller very common;
sample area dominated by O. 3-0.5 m craters.
Shape : Subdued.
Eject_aa: None visible.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 2235*-37*
Size: Consists of three fragments. Largest is about 6 cm; the
other two are smaller.
'" _ Color: Largest gray; the other two are whitish°
Shape: Angular; surface texture on largest appears smoother
than the other two.
" Fillet : None visible.
_'. Apparent burial: Largest is perched; other two buried about one
_.._ third.
_. Dust cover: Largest (nearest scoo_) is dust covered.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Angularity and surface
texture are similar to other fragments.
-- Probable origin: Uncertain, but may be related to Buster.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 2240*
Color: Gray, about same color as fragments.
Comparison with other soil in area: Appears typical of soil in
area. Probably contains some small fragments.
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1972021174-083
b) Post-sampling of 2235"-37" I
Ic_king south (109-17840)
SAI4PLES 2235"-37" AND 2240*
81
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1972021174-084
S_MPLE: 2255* (7)
Station : 2
Landmark: Rim of Buster crater.
Rock type: Elongate, angular breccia; light clasts visible.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes : On rim of Buster, surface slopes gently to south.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Up to 20 _m; mainly 1-2 cm.
Color: Gray, lighter than soil.
Shapes : Very angular.
Fillets: None visible.
Apparent burial: Two largest fragments about 1/4-1/3 buried,
burial of small fragments not visible.
Dust cover: Not visible.
Fines
Color: Gray
Compaction : Not apparent.
Craters
Size range and distribution: Up to .5 m, but mainly less
than 5 cm.
Shape: All subdued except one fresh crater about .25 m south
of scoop.
Ejecta: None visible except around fresh crater .25 m south
:. of scoop.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
: Size: 17-20 cm long estimated from comparison with scoop.
4" ,
; _ Color: Gray, patchy; slightly lighter than soil.
Shape : Angular, blocky.
, ; _ Fillet: None visible.
• .•:: Apparent burial: Looks perched, but bottom edge may be impressed
"'.' into soil.
•,_ Dust cover: No evidence.
: ; Comparison with other fragments in area: Other fragments are too \
• :' small for comparison.
_'_,_" Probable origin: Angularity suggests the sample was recently
, ".,• exposed or freshly broken from larger block.
$
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1972021174-085
•,_ SAMPLE 2255*
|
1972021174-086
SAMPLE: 2275* (9)
Station: 2
Landmark: Southeast flank of Buster crater midway between LRV and
Buster rim
Rock type: Breccia with friable white matrix
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: On slope south of Buster
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Up to 10-20 cm; 2-5 cm fragments
Color: Gray; some blocks appear to be lighter colored than
• the local soil
Shapes: Angular to subanguiar
Fillets: Absent
Apparent burial: Smaller fragments perched to slightly buried;
larger fragments generally about 1/10-1/5 buried
Dust cover: None visible
Fines
Color: Gray
:_ Compaction: Fairly compact; footprints lightly impressed
Craters
Size range and distribution: Up to .5 m
Sha_: Subdued
. Ejecta: Not visible
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
"" _ Size: 4 x 10 cm
_ "i Color: White
.,4 Shape: Blocky; roughly parallel sides; fractured
,.".,"-! Fillet: Apparent fillet around the north end covers about 1/3 of
." :..._ the height of the sample
•,; Apparent burial: About 1/4 buried
• Dust cover: None
.L_._ Comparison with other fragments in area: Rough looking surface
- . _ texture is similar to other fragments in the foreground.
• _ Probable origin: Sample 2275* may not be related to South Ray
",/"-i' ejecta; it is not associated with light-colored soil, and it is
• ,, ,_ buried and filleted more than many other fragment_.
". : COMMENTS: Sample was collected from an area of fine-surface texture
• i that may be dust spray kicked by a boot; may give a good exposure age
comparison between its exposed part, its buried part, and the fresh
part (where sample broke during collection).
:., *.
l
1972021174-087
,++,+j
a) Pre-sampling, looking south
(109-17845).
+i t_'a.._.,,.'It,+<"v..+,_ +_+-. _.!_,-_
_+ ..... ":++++:a+ +.,W+++L++_+,_
,.,.+ +,.*_+,, + ..... ., .,.
l+lllllm_"lllli,l._.,m ° ,_+..'+...,, :_ :, •s,. +_,_+,+_p, :+_
b) Enlargement of above.
SAMPLE 2275*.,+
.,_
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] 97202 ] ] 74-088
SAMPLE: 2280*, 2295* (ii, 10)
Station : 2
Landmark: About 20 m north-northwest of LRV.
Rock type: Soil (2280"), and gray angular coherent breccia (2295*).
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: On slope south of B_ter crater.
Fragment popul _tion
Size range and distribution: Up to i0 cm; mostly 5 cm or less.
Color: Same as fine-grained material.
Sha_: Most are angular.
Fillets: Fragments too small to observe fiZleting.
Apparent burial: Most fragments appear perched or just
slightly buried.
Dust cover: None visible.
Fines
Color: Gray.
Compaction: Soil at this station appe<r_ less compact than
elsewhere; bootprints are about twice as deep.
Craters
Size range and distribution: Up to .3 m, mostly 5-10 cm.
Shape: Subdued; a few well defined.
Ejecta : None visible.
,. SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 2295*
Size: 8 x 4 cm.
" • _ Color: Gray.
_ ,_ Shape: Angular; tabular with sharp edges.
Fillet : None.
_ Apparent burial : Perched.
Dust cover: Not visible.
._ Comparison with other fragments in area: Smooth surface texture
,. and angularity unlike the other large fragment just to south.
Probable origin: Has not been on surface very long; lacks a fillet,
. \
• is not buried, and is very angular.
,; , COMMENTS: Should have young exposure age.
i"" SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 2280*
Si ze : Unknown.
•. Color: Gray, no high-albedo soil below surface.
Probable origin: Most likely a mixture of material from North
Ray, South Ray, Spook, and Buster craters. Lack of high-albedo
material suggests South Ray crater contribution is small.
COMMENTS: Not located on photographs.
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1972021174-089
a) Pre-sampling, looking
south (109-17847). Rock
at upper left can be
found in the locator
for 2235* just behind
the top of the exten- _L
sion handle.
i ,
"_ b) Enlargement of above photo.
SAMPLES 2295*
_ _7
"i
1972021174-090
SAMPLE: 4002/4001" (43/38)
Station : 4a
Landmark: Vicinity of Cinco B crater, downslope from rim of 15 m
crater (LRV parking area), =3 m in front of LRV.
Rock type: Drive tube sample.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Sl____pes: Regional slope =10°-15 ° northwest.
Fragment population
Size ranqe and distribution: Few scattered cobbles 5-10 cm; frag-
ments <5 cm common; surface fragments primarily =i cm to sand
si ze .
Color: Gray.
Sh___apes: Small fragments mainly angular ann platy; well rounded
10 cm cobble west of urive tuoe; few small fragments subround.
Fillets: Apparent only on rounded fragments.
Apparent burial: i0 cm cobble (west of drive tube) partly
buried; elsewhere nil.
Dust c_ver: Probably light on _st fragments.
Fines
Color : Grau.
Compacti on : Loose
Cra ters
Size range and distribution: Scattered craters of 1/2 to mm
several meters diameter in general area; small (=1/2 m
diameter) crater, lust southwest of dr_ve tube.
Shape: Mainly subdued, but small one near drive tube, sharp and
apparently fresh, with cloddy rim materials and somewhat con-
centric inner £ing of cloJs.
E_cta: Cloddy ejecta around small crater, possibly included
in upDermest oart of drive tube sample.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: Double drive tube
Probable origin: Regollth, possibly including Descartes material
at depth.
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1972021174-091
a) During-samDling,- looking ,,;
south (110-17951) _,
iL
SAMPLE: 4420*, 4475* (399,398)
Station : 4a
Landmark: Near Cinco B crater, _-5 m fro_, LRV, on floor of subdued
15 m crater.
Rock tupe: Soil (4420*) and dust-covered rock (4475*) probablq breccia.
.WAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Regional slope northwest off Stone Mountain; locally
nearly horizontal.
Fragment populati on
Size range and distribution: 5-10 _nn (and less) abundant;
20-40 cm common; meter-size blocks sparsely scattered (majority
<30 cm).
Color: Light gray. whitish cla._ts where visible in large Locks.
ShaDes: Mainly angular; some small rounded rocks.
Fillets: Practically nil around large blocks, slight around
small rocks.
Apparent burial: Slight or nil.
Dust cover: Generally widespread.
" Fines
"Color: Gray; ro subsurface layering reported.
"._ Compaction : Loose
;. Craters
Size range and ui_:tribution: Scattered craters 1/2 to several
meters diameter in general area; few small (= 1/2 m) craters in
"'_ local area.
, S__hape: Round, subdued, generally shallow.
_: None distinguished (except fro., South Ray crater)
-_ SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 4420*
Size : Soi 1
._ Color: Gray (no white layer)
.; Comparison with other soil in area: Apparently typical regolith.
i Probable origin: Regolith probably derived mainly from South R_y
_ ejecta, but possibly mixed with underlying Descartes materials.
_ _ CO_IMENTS: Soil taken from bottom of trench.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 4475*
m,
i Size: 5-10 cm.
: _ Color: Light gray.
9 Shape: Angular.
":: Fillets : None.
Apparent burial : None.
Dust cover: Prominent (as reported by crew)
Comparison with other frayments in area: Apparently typical;
near large -ock containing obvious clasts, and therefore, probably a
similar breccia.
Probable origin: Ejecta from South Rau.
9O
1972021174-093
1972021174-094
SAMPLE: 4435* (394)
Station : 4a
Landmark: Vicinity of Cinco B crater, _-3 m from LRV, on wall of
_ubdued 15 m crater.
Rock tyre: Hard (t_pe obscured by dust cover)
EURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF S;U4PLE AREA
Slopes: Regional _lope =10°-]5 ° northwest off Stone Mountain;
slightly steeper at sample locality.
Fragment Dooulation
Size range and distribution: Up to 10 cm abundant; up to
40 cm common; up to 1 m sparse.
Color: Whitish cast on most rocks.
Shapes: Majority very angular.
Fillets: Moderately well developed around most blocks and
cobbles.
Apparent burial : Not visible.
Dust cover: Variable; not apparent on large blocks.
Fines
--Color: Gray.
Compaction : Loose.
Craters
Size range and distribution: Scattered craters of 1/2 to
several n_ters in general area; few small (=1/2 m or less)
craters barely visible in local area.
"'._ _ Shape: Circular, subdued, shallow'.
Ejecta: Not visible (except from South Ray crater)
+ SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
_ Size: 10 cm.
" _ Color: Light gray.
. " Shape : Subang_iar.
: Fillet: Slight.
.' "_ Apparent burial: Probably nil.
: Dust cover: Present. \
: Comparison with other frac[ments in area: Apparently typical of
'_ _ adjacent rocks; sonewhat less angular than larger blocks.
• " _ Probable origin: E]ecte from South Ray crater, and therefore
: ' - _ probably a sample of the Cayley Formation.
COMMENTS: Possibly glass coated.
.:.
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1972021174-095
_, j= f
a) Pre-sampling, looking
northwest (107-17445)
"'!
b) Pre-sampling, looking
, northeast (107-17444)
i
" i "
,_ SAMPLE 4435*
lift _ I l II iN II
1972021174-096
SAMPLL: 4455* (397)
Stati on : 4a
Landmark: Vicinit_ of Cinco B crater, near rim of subdued 10 m
crater.
Rock type: Glass spatter.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slo_es: Regional slope _-10°-15 ° northwest off Stone Mountain.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Up to 10 cm abundant; up to
40 cm common; up to 1 m sparse. Few scattered blocks
, (10-20 cm) within 1/2 meter radius of sample area.
Color: Whitish cast.
ShaDes: Blocks angular to subangular; cobble size and
smaller mainly subround.
Fillets: Well developed around large blocks (15-20 cm) ; minor
around cobbles.
Apparent burial: Large blocks partly buried; negligible
elsewh ere.
Dust cover: Variable; not apparent on large block.
Fines
Color: Gray surface
Compaction : Loose
Craters
Size range and distribution: Scattered craters of 1/2 to
several meters in general area; few small ( 1/2 m or less)
craters barel_, visible in local area.
Shape: Circular, subdued, shallow.
E_iecta: Not visible (except from South Ray crater).
:_ SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
• Size: =5-8 cm.
Color: Probably dark, but not clear in photo.
ShaD___e: Rounded, but sample not conclusively identified.
Fillet: Not visible. \
Apparent burial: Not visible.
; Dust cover: Probably light.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Most other fragments
probably breccia.
Probable origin: Shock-melted glass from South Ray crater.
COMMENTS: Sample not identified conclusively in photographs.
[
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1972021174-097

SAMPLE: 4500*, 451n* (396, 395)
Station : 4a
Landmark: Vicinity of Cinco B crater, near rim of subdued 15 m
cra ter .
Rock type: Rake (4510") - soil, (4500*)sample; rock types obscured
by dust and glass.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Regional slope =10°-15 ° northwest off Stone Mountain.
Fragment populati on
Size ranae and distribution: Up to 10 cm abundant, up to 40 cm
c,gmmon; up to 1 m sparse.
Color: Whitish cast.
Shapes: Large blocks very angular; cobble size and smaller
mainly subangular; few small rocks (<10 cm) subrounded.
Fillets: Moderately well developed.
Apparent burial: Small rocks slightly buried.
Dust cover: Variable; not apparent on large blocks.
Fines
Color: Gray surface layer (=i cm) underlain by white
material.
Compaction : Loose
Craters
Size range and distribution: Scattered c_'aters of 1/2 to several
meters in general area; few small (=1/2 m or less) craters barely
visible in local area.
Shape: Circular, subdued, shallow.
E_ecta: Not visible (except from South Ray crater)
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 4500*
: Size: <i cm
Color: Gray surface, underlain by white layer
Comparison with other soil in area: Probably typical of local soil.
Probable origin: Regolith, possibly ejecta from South Ray crater,
: or derived from that ejecta and mixed with local Descartes materials.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 4510"
: Size: Surface fragments 10 cm or less; mostly greater than 1 cm.
Color: Most fragments white.
ShaD_____e:Subangular to subrounded.
Fillets : None apparent.
Apparent burial: Some surface fragments slightly buried; total
sample depth up to =5 cm.
Dust cover: Prevalent.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Apparently typical of
small surface fragments.
Probable origin: Ejecta from South Ray crater (possibly derived
from Cayley Formation).
COMMENTS: Most fragments glass and or dust coated, obscuring rock type,
_i but samples probably breccias as suggested b_ association with larger
"_ rocks containing visible clasts.
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] 97202 ] ] 74-099

SAMPLE: 4600*, 4610" (400, 401)
Station : 4b
Landmark: [_[m of 20 m crater
Rock type: Rake (4610") - soil (4600*) sample
SURFACE CHARACTERESTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Regional slope WNW off Stone Mountain; probably about 10 °
in local sample area.
F__r3gment population
Size range and distribution: Local concentration of blocks
and cobbles covering 80-90% of NE wall of main crater, cxgntinuing
on surface to E; 20-50 cm blocks common, <?0 cm abundant ; else-
where, regolith surface relatively cmooth except for scattered
cobbles; rocks <5 cm absent in sample area.
Color: Mainly gray, but larcu white clasts apparent in blocks
on NE wall of crater.
ShaDes : Angular
Fillets : None apparent.
Apparent burial: ;vil; s,_.. )locks obviously perched.
Dust cover: Not evident.
Fines
Color: Gray
Compacti on : Loose
Craters
" Size range and distribution: Apparently random distribution
of varlous size craters; in sample area, small rounded =1-2 m
•_ crater supeiposed on prominent 15-20 m crater; numerous small
=1/2 m craters.
" Shape: Mainly circular and subdued.
• _ Ejecta: Slightly raised rims; concentrated blocks probably
_ ejecta from South Rav.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 4600*
Size: Less than 1 cm.
k
" Color: Gray
Comparison with other soil in area: Probably typical local regolith.
_[ Probable origin: Regolith, possibly derived mainly from underlying
". Descartes materials, but possibly also including fine eje'_ta from
South Ray.1
" COMMENTS: Sample taken from block-free area of crater (west rim);
blocks concentrated on NE wall probably South Ray ejecta.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 4610"
Size: (=15 fragments). Mostly greater than 1 cm.
Color: Gray.
Sha_: Subround to subangular; clods very friable.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Typical of rim
materials; fragments mainly clods.
Probable origin: Regolith, possibly derived mainly flom underlying
Descartes materials; clods possibly indurated by local crater impacts.
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1972021174-101

SAMPLE: 5015 (FSR-5)
Station : 5
Landmark: Probably within 15 m of LRV during station activities,
and outside of 20 m crater at station
Rock type: Crystalline rock
SURCACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Regional slope =10 ° northwest off Stone Mountain
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Fragments <5 cm abundant; 5-15 cm
I cobbles common, widely dist2ibuted; >15 cm blocks sparsely
scattered.
Color: Gray
Shapes: Fragments <5 cm round to angular; some cobbles (=5-15 cm)
round, but mainly subround; large blocks subangular to subround.
Fillets: Corm_on around most cobbles and fragments
Apparent burial: Some _ragments partially buried, some perched.
Dust cover: Prevalent
_" Fines
Color: Gray
•_ Compaction: Loose
Crater's
I
Size range and distribution: 1/2-2 m craters abundant; widely
distributed; 3-5 m craters common; larger craters visible in
•...""-J', landscape
Shape: Mainly rounded and subdued; few small craters with
....': raised rims still visibZe
., Ejecta: Rim deposits generally subdued
._- SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
" ° Size: 12 cm long
.',."_ Color: White, greenish-blue cast in sunlight
.'.• _ Shape: Angular, with triangular "viper-shaped head"
Probable origin: Angularity suggests rock may be fragment of South
•...:! Ray crater ejecta
_;'_ COMMENTS: NO photographic or television documentation
Bm
1972021174-103
SA_PLE: 5035"-5310" (404-405)
o.
Station: 5
Landmark: Interior wall of 20 m crater, near rim of superposed
2 m crater
Rock type: Rock, partly glass coated (5035*); rake sample (5310")
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Crater wall sloping 20 ° N into 20 m crater
F_ragment population
Size range and distribution: Scattered cobbles, very few
blocks as large as 20-3_ c7,; surface covered mainly by
fragments and ¢iods approx. 2 cm or less
Color: Gray
Sha_: Mainly subangular to s,lbround
Fillets : Not apparent
Apparent burial : Slight
Dust cover: Prevalent
Fines
Color: Gray
._ Compaction : Extremely loose
, Cra ters
Size range and distribution: Numerous 1/2-2 m craters
superposed on interior wall of 20 m crater; sample locality
near (but outside) rim of 2 m (+_) crater
"'. Sha_: Generally shallow, subdued
; "_ E_ecta: Slightly raised rim visible around crater at sample
locality
.. SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS OF 5035*
%
.•" " Size: Approx. 10 cm
.. ..." Color: Light gray
.¢
• _ Shape: Rounded
Fillet: If any, destroyed prior to taking photo
•o Apparent burial : None
_... ,_ Dust cover: Covered
i Comparison with other fra_nents in area: Slightly mor_ rounded thanm st other rocks in area, bu a few almost spherical fragments
: ,{ nearby
; Probable origin: Possibly derived from De.scaztes materials, glass
coated by local impact; alternatively, ejecta from distant source
"_ deposited on Descartes highlands and subsequently "reworked" by
local impacts; •round shape not typlc&'l of South Ray ejecta
COMMENTS: Sample disturbed be._r,.rephoto documentation
SAMPle" CHARACTERISTICS OF 5310"
Size: Mostly >i cm; rocks probably up to seveJ:al cm
Color: Mainly dark fragments, but at least 2 whitish rocks also
included (no white soil reported)
Shape: Most fragments rounded
# Dust cover: Covered
" _ Comparison with other fra_,ents in area: Hard fragments apparently '"-i
."i!-i.!_:i!i. l mainlyfriableclodsm°recommon in rak sample than innearbt] cr_terwall which contains
• i Probable origin: Crater wall somewhat shadowed from South Ray ejecta,
• _. and therefore the regolith fragments may be derived from underlying
_._: i_ii!i._i Descartes materials 101
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1972021174-104
,,- -'-,eT_
a) Pre-samplJnq, looking
south (110-18013)
b) Pre-sampling, 5035* disturbed prior to photo documentation• r
!": (110-18023)
" ._ "
SAMPLES 5035* AND 5310"
k;
.2
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1972021174-105
LSAMPLE: 50_ 5" (3,
Stati on : 5
Landmark: Rim of 20 m crater, about 3 m in front of LRV; samples at
edge of subdued 1 m crater.
m
Rock _-',pe: Two tocumented rocks.
SURFACE CHA. _CTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
_7_r_y_: Local slope _-5°, regional slope =i0 ° northwest off Stone
u_itaT[n.
Fragment popul ati on
Size range and distribution: Fragment_ _5 cm abuu.,ant; 5-15 cm
cobbles common, widely distributed; >15 cm blocks sparsely
scattered.
Color: Gray.
Shapes: Fragments <5 _ round to angula some cobbles (--5-15 cm)
round, but mainly sub_ _nd: large blocks subangular to subround.
Fillets: Common around most cobbles and fragments.
A_parent bur_al: Some fragments partially buried, som_ perched, i
Dust cover: Prevalent.
Fines
Color : Gray.
Compacti on : Loose.
Craters
Size range and distribution: 1/2-2 m craters abundant, widely
distributed; 3-5 m craters common; larger craters visib]e in
iands cape.
Shape: Mainly rounded and subdued; few small craters with raised
rims still visible.
Ejecta: Rim deposits generally subdued.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 10 cm and 4 cm.
Color: Probably gray. _-
Shape: Round to subround, probably friable.
Fillet : Slight.
Apparent burial: Larger rock 20_ buried; smaller rock slightly
buried.
Dust cover: Covered.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Apparently typical of
local rock population.
Probable origin: Descartes rocks ejucted from local 20 m crater;
round sha[_ probably not characteristic of South Ray crater ejecta.
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1972021174-106
a) Pre-sampling, looking
southeast (110-18010)
b) Pre-sampling, looking south (110-18029)
p
SAMPLE 5055*
104
' " 1972021174-107
SAMPLE: 5075* (403)
Station: 5
Landmark: Interior wall of 20-m crater
Rock type: Fine-grained crystalline rock, grain size =i mm; white,
with a partial glass rind
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Crater wall sloping approx. 20 ° northeast into 20-m crater
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Large blocks (up to approx. 1/2 m)
sparsely distributed outside 20-m crater rim: cobbles 10-15 cm
&_mmon in and around crater; in local sample area, cobbles rare;
fragments mainly <2 cm
Color: Gray
Shapes: Large blocks angular; cobbles subangular to round, but
predominantly subround in sample area
Fillets: Minor to none
Apparent burial: A few blocks are partly buried, but most are
not
Dust cover: Prevalent K
Fines
Color: Gray
Compaction: Loose
Craters
Size range a_d distribution: Several 1/2-1 m craters on
larger crater wall
Shape: Generally subdued
Ejecta: Slightly raised rims visible around some craters
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 10-cm rock
Color: White
Shape: Rounded cobble, highly fractured and friable
Fillet: Slight
Apparent burial: Probably about half buried
Dust cover: Prevalent
Comparison with other fragments in area: More fractured than any
other rock in local area
Probable origin: Fragment of Descartes material, fractured by
local impact; rounded sAape not characteristic of South Ray ejecta
105
1972021174-108
w; t, _-
a) Pre-sampling, looking south
(110-18015)
SAMPLE: 5095* (336)
Station : 5
Landmark: Rim of 20 m crater, _3 m in front of LRV
Rock typ_e: Dusty rounded rock with white streaks; fist-sized.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Local slope =5 °, regional slope =10 ° northwest off Stone
Mountain.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Fragments >5 cm abundant; 5-15 cm
cobbles common, widely distributed: <15 cm blocks very sparsely
scattered.
Color: Gray.
Shapes: Fragments <5 cm round to angular; some cobbles (_-5-15)
round, but mainly subround; large blocks subangular to subround;
several distinctly platey, angular fragments, 8-10 cm.
Fillets: Common around most cobbles and small fragments.
Apparent burial: Perched to 1/4 of fragment.
: Dust cover : Prevalent.
Fines
' Color: Gray.
Compaction : Loose.
.; Craters
Size range and distribution: 1/2 to 2 m craters abundant, widely
distributed; 3-5 m craters common; larger craters visible in landscape.
_ Shape: Mainly rounded and subdued; few small craters with
raised rims visible.
Ejecta: Rim deposits generally subdued.
i_ SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
:_ Size: 6 cm
: Color: White streaks.
:'.: Shape: Rounded, somewhat egg-shaped, apparently spalled and
_" fracture d.
._ Fillet : Poorly developed. \
Apparent burial : One-fourth:£ .
_ Dust cover : Present.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Typical of most rounded
cobbles nearby.
Probable origin: Shape unlike typical anguZar blocks of South Ray
crater ejecta; possibly representative of Descartes materials,
"reworked" by local impacts.
2
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1972021174-110
a) Pre-sa._pling, looking
southeast (110-18010)
!
• " -_ - m._ ab
b) Pre-sampling, looking _ _ _.:...,
south (110-18027) .... "
,,_% .
b"
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1972021174-111
SAMPLE: 5500, 5510 (333, 332)
Station: 5
Landmark: Bench approx. 50 m wide, rim of 20-m crater
Rock type: Rake (5510) - soil (5500) sample
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Local slope 5°; regional slope i0 ° to the northwest on
flank of Stone Mountain
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Meter-size blocks absent; few
scattered blocks approx. 30 cm; 10-20 cm cobbles common and
widely distributed; surface mainly sand size up to 5 cm; some
cobbles highly fractured
Color: Gray
Shapes: Large blocks (>20 cm) angular to subangular; cobble
size and smaller mainly subround to round
Fillets: Slight to none
Apparent burial: No burial of large blocks; some rounded
cobbles and pebbles partly buried
Dust cover: Most prevalent on smaller, rounded rocks; pro-
bably light on large blocks
Fines
Color: Gray surface; whitish subsurface
Compactior: Loose
Craters
Size range and distribution: Numerous small 1/2-1 m size craters
superposed on 20-m crater; sample apparently taken from small
(I 1/2 m) crater near rim
Shape: Small craters relatively distinct with slightly raised
rims; larger (_2 m) craters mainly shallow and subdued
Ejecta: Clods around small craters probably locally derived;
rounded cobbles probably ejecta from large craters; angular k
blocks possibly ejecta from South Ray crater
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 5500:
Size: Mostly <i cm
C_lor: Gray surfacP, lighter beneath (not as white as subsurface
soil on Cayley plain at station i)
Comparison with other soil in area: Probably tupical of local soil
composition, but possibly more indurated as result of small impact
at s_,ple locality; light color unique among soil samples from
station 5
Probable origin: Regolith possibly derived from underlying but
reworked Descartes materials as well as ejecta superposed on Descartes
COMMENTS: Friable clods included in sample
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1972021174-112
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 5510:
Size: Mostly >i cm
Color: Gray at surface, lighter fragments underneath
Shape: Subround to subangular clods; very friable
Comparison with other fragments in area: Typical, but formation of
glass and induration of clods possibly caused by local small impact
Probable origin: Regolith derived from underlying reworked
Descartes material as well as superposed ejecta from distant
impact craters; rounded fragments. Probably not South Ray ejecta.
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1972021174-113
1972021174-11'4
SAMPLE: 5600", 5610" (402, 334)
Station: 5
Landmark: Interior wall of 20 m crater
Rock type: Rake (5610") - soil (5600*) sample
9URFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
_: Crater wall sloping 20 ° northeast into 20-m crater
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Large blocks (up to approx. 1/2 m)
very sparsely distributed outside 20-m crater rim; cobbles 10-
15 cm common in and around crater; in local sample area, cobbles
rare; fragments mainly <2 cm
Color: Gray, no subsurTace white material
Shapes: Large blocks angular; cobbles subangular to rounded, but
predominantly subrounded in sample area; some rocks very crumbly
and friable
Fillets: Poorly developed
Apparent burial: Most cobbles not buried; crumbly rocks partly
buried; few rocks perched
Dust cover: Prevalent
Fines
Color: Gray
Compaction : Very loose
Cra ters
Size range and distribution: Few 1/2-1 m craters on larger
crater wall
Shape: Generally subdued
E_ecta: Slightly raised rim_ visible around solc_ craters
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 5600*
Size: <i cm
Color: Gray; white material not present below surface, in contrast
to that in sample 5500
" Comparison with other soil in area: Apparently typical of most "
"_.i soil on crater wall
"_ Probable origin: Derived from underl_ing reworked Descartes
ma teri al
._ SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 5610"
" Size: Generally greater than 1 cm; up to several cm&
Col ok": Whit ish
Shape: Mostly rounded, a few angular fragments
Dust cover: Covered
Comparis_.n with other fragments in area: Probably typical of
fragments in this size range
Probable origin: Regolitb derived in part from underlying
Descartes material, much "reworked"; rounded fragments pro_abZy
not South Ray crater ejecta
._: COMMENTS: Slight glass coating on one fragment
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b) Post-samp,ing, looking
northwest (107-I 7497)
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1972021174-11R
SAMPLE: 5700", 5710" (406, 335)
Station: 5
Landmark: Interior wall of 20-m crater, just west of small
superposed crater (? m)
Rock type: Rake (5710") - soil (_700") sample
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
SJopes: Steep part of crater wall, probabiy W 20 ° - 25 °
_ra_ment population
Size ran.ge and distribution: Few scattered cobbles 5-10 "_
, on otherwise sandy surface; no large block_ near _ample locality
Color: Gray
Sha_: Subangular
Fillets: Not apparent
Apparent burial: None
Dust cover: Prevalent
Fines
Color: Gray
Compaction: Extremely loose
Craters
Size range and distribution. Numerous 1/2-2 m craters super-
posed on interior wall of 20-m crater; sample locality west
of small (=2 m) crater
_: Generally shallow, subdued
., Ejecta: Slightly raised rims visible around some craters
: SAMPLE CHAP_CTERISJICS OF 5700*
Size: Soil, mostly <i cm; probably several larger fragments as well
Colo------r:Gray soil; rock possibly whitish
• Comparison with other soil in area: Apparently typical regolith
soil; occasional white splotch observed in rake pit, but no white --.
: layer reported
Probable origin: Possibly _erived from underlying DescarTes
: material, "r_worked" by numerous local iJ._,acts; crater wall at
_ this locality apparently shielded from South Ray crater ejecta
' SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS OF 5710 _
Size: Mostly >i cm
: Color: Gray, occasional white splotch in sample pit
Shape: Irregular clods
Comparison with other soil in area: Marked scarcity of rocks
compared with £ake sample 5050* taken 2-3 m east
Probabl 9 origin: Indurated regolith, possibly derived init_ally
from underlying Descartes materials, "reworked" by numerou_ local
impacts; cratez wail at this locality apparently shielded from
South Ray crater ejecta "a_
J
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1972021174-117
a) Pre-sampling, looking • % ,south (110-18014) %' ." " s''
t' f
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1972021174-118
ISAMPLE: 6030*, 6040, 6065 _ (407, 338, 408)
Station : 6
Landmark: 10 m crater rim, on lowest "bench" of Stone Mountain;
near base.
Rock t__upe: _ounded rock (6030*), angular rock (6055*) ; soil (6040)
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF S_MPLE AREA
Slopes: Gentle reqional slope northwest off Stone Mountain; local
slope 2-3 °.
Fragment pooulation
Size ranqe and distribution: >30 cm blocks very sparse;
15-30 cm blocks relatively common; 5-15 cm cobbles relatively
• abundant; <5 cm fragments abundant.
Color: Generally dark with white clasts.
_: All sizes angular to subround; few rocks rounded.
Fillets: Few rocks with poorly developed fillets.
Apparent burial : Majority of blocks and cobbles perched; few
large blocks partly buried.
Dust cover: Probably slight.
Fines
Color: Gray.
Compaction: Relatively firm, compared to looser regolith at
stations 4 and 5.
Craters
Size ranqe and distribution: <5 m common; 5-10 m sparse, >10 m
not visible in general area.r
• ShaDe: Generally shallow, subdued.
E_iecta : Not discernible.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 6030*
. Size: 8 cm rock; soil mostly <i cm.
Color: Apparently gray with small white clasts.
Sha___p_e: Sub rounded.
FilLet: Apparentlq slight.
• Apparent burial : Perched. \
Dust cover: Slight.
:%:
"_ Compariso,_ with other fraqments in area: Apparently breccia, similar
to most local rocks.
.,. Probable oriqin: Local ejecta, derived initially from underlying
-_ Descartes material, but source crater not obvious; possibly South
_' Ray crater ejecta, but breccia blocks smaller and somewhat less
angular, with much smaller clasts, than those more obviously related
to South Ray at station 4.
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1972021174-119
/SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 6040
Size: Mostl_ <i cm.
Color: Gra_ (no white subsurface material)
Comparison with other soil in area: Presumably typical of local
regoli th.
Probable origin: Degradation of local impact ejecta, nrobably
derived from underlying Descactes materials; alternatively, parent
breccias deposited from distant impact craters.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 6055*
Size : 15 cm.
Color: Gray.
Shape : Angular.
"_ Fillets : Poorly developed.
" Apparent burial : Probabl,_ slight.
Dust cover: Not detectable.
Comparison with other fragme_,t_ area: A_D,_rently t_pical of
angular rocks, but breccia cJast.-; ,tot readily detectable.2"
Probable origin: Ejected from South _'_V crater, but aJjacent
:. breccia blocks smallez and somewhat le._.sangular, with much smaller
- clasts, than those more cbviou_ly related to South Ray at station 4.
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]97202]]74-]20
a) Pre-sam_ling, looking -._-" _\
west (108-17627.) , .
. b) Pre-sampling, looking ;" ""%
• southwest (107-17512)
SAMPLES 6030*, 6040, 6055*
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1972021174-121
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_ SAMPLE: 6075 (_09)
Stati on : 6
• Landmark: 10 m crater (southwest wall), on lowest "bench" of Stone
. Mountain, near base.
Rock type: Subrounded, white, dust-covered breccia.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Gentle regional slope northwest; 10°(?) northeast at sample
locality on crater wall, near rim.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Rocks 2-5 cm relativeTy common in
immediate sample area; few cobbles 5-10 cm; few scattered
i blocks up to 50 cm in surrounding area.
Color: Predominantly light gray.
";; Shapes: Mainly subround to subangular.
_ Fillets: Moderately developed around large blocks, variable
around smaller rocks.
< Apparent burial: Variable; some rocks perched, some partly
"_ buried.
;_ Dust cover: Prevalent.
Fines
_: Color: Gray.
Compacti on : Loose.
,, Craters
: Size range and distribution: <5 m common, 5-10 m sparse, >10 m
.% not visible in general area; 0.5-1 m craters on local crater wall.
Shape: Generally shallov, subdued.
- Ejecta: Not discernible.
_ SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
,_- Size: 8 cm.
:_> Color: Whitish.
•_._ Shape : Subround.
_ Fillet • Sllght.
_< Apparent burial : Slight. \
,_ Dust cover: Present.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Small clasts visible;
_ probably representative of breccia fragments in local area.
_ Probable origin: Locally derived impact ejecta
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1972021174-122
a) Pre-sampiing, looking
east (108-17631)
i
b) Pre-sampling, looking '/ [?.
southwest (107-17522)
._. SAMPLE 6075
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1972021174-123
",,
SAMPLE: 6080, 6085 (339)
Station : 6
° Landmark: 10 m crater (southwest wall) on lowest "bench" of Stone
Mountain, near base.
Rock type: Soil (6080); fragment in soil samDle (6085).
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Gentle regional slope northwest; 10-15 ° northeast at sample
locality on crater wall. r
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Fragments mainly <5 cm, very few
rocks >5 cm in immediate sample area; cobbles 5-15 cm widely dis-
q tributed in surrounding area with few scattered blocks up to
50 cm.
Color: Gray.
Shapes: Mainly subround, large blocks subangular.
Fillets: Moderately developed around large blocks.
Apparent burial: Probably slight.
Dust cover: Probably present.
Fines
Color: Gray.
Compaction : Generally loose.
Craters
Size range and distribution: <5 m common, 5-10 m sparse, >10 m
not visible in general area; 0.5-1 m craters on local crater
"_ wall.
., Shape: Generally shallow, subdued.
_ Ejecta : Not discernible.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: Indurated fragn_nts >i cm as well as soil <i cm.
Col or: White.
•"_ Shape: Angular fragments.
•' Apparent burial: Mostly buried.
Comparison with other soil in area: A_Darentl_ unique; an indurated \
_ _ clod of white impact e]ecta; possibly from South Ray crater, but
'| location generally "shadowed" from South Ray crater ejecta.
!
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1972021174-124
a) Pre-samDling, looking
east (108-17629) , -
SAMPLE: 6095* (410)
Station: 6
Landmark: iOm crater (south rim) on lowest "bench" of Stone
Mountain, near base
Rock type: Breccia with crystals
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Gentle regional slope northwest; very geptle local slope
to north
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Several blocks 20-50 cm in local
area; cobbles 5-20 cm relatively common; fragments <5 cm
common
Color: Gray
_.i Sha_: Angular to rounded in all size ranges
Fillets: Present around some large blocks
Apparent burial: Large rounded rock partly buried; none
elsewhere
Dust cover: Prevalent
Fines
Color: Gray
Compaction: Firmer than on crater wall (LRV tracks and
footprints were more shallow than at stations 4 and 5)
; Craters
Size range and distribution: <5 m cormnon, 5-10 m sparse,
"" >10 m not visible; small (<i .m) craters visible in local area
"r
; Shape: Shallow and subdued
_: Ejecta: Not discernible
": SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: Two fragments, 10-15 cm, from upper surface of large block
' 50 cmx 25 cm x 15 cm
_" Color: Grayish-bluish with white clasts \
Shape: Fragments subrounded, each with one fracture face; parent
_, block rectangular
"" Fillet: Minor around parent block
Apparent burial: Probably slight (parent block) o
:' Dust cover: Prevalent
Comparison with other fragments in area: Rectangular shape of
parent rock atypical, but possibly similar in composition and texture
to other angular blocks; large, rounded, partly buried block ap-
parently unique in general area
Probable origin: Ejected from South Ray crater, as suggested by
angularity, lack of burial, and brecciateu appearance
CO_HdENTS: Fine-grained, bluish matrix, with whitish (pl .gioclase?)
inclusions and needle-like black crystals; white clasts also apparent
1972021174-126
i
C) During-sampling, looking
southeast (108-17633)
SAMPLE 6095*
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1972021174-127
mm
SAMPLE: 8002/8001" (D.T. U29/L36)
Station: 8
Landmark: West of the LRV 10-15 m
Rock type: Drive tube
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: 3-5 ° regional slope northeast. Loc_ily on a slope of a
10-15 m crater
Fragment population
Size ranye and distribution: Up to 1 cm abundant, 1-3 cm
common; 3-5 cm sparse
Color: Medium gray
Shapes: Generally rounded, a few angular
Fillets: None visible
Apparent burial: Several fragments appear partially buried
Dust cover: Non _ visible
Fines
Color: Medium gray 9
Compaction: Loose
Craters
Distribution: Up to 4-5 cm common; larger ones sparse
Shape: Subdued
E_ecta: None visible
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Comparison with other soil in area: Surface around the drive tube
appears typical of the area
Probable origin: Locale suggests South Ray ejecta
,%
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1972021174-128
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a) During-sampling, first b) During-sampling looking
attempt, looking west south showing first
(107-17529) attempt and final loc_- "_
tion (108-17683)
• J _.__ a,. • ": ,_. =--"i_ ..4 i.'_f , .3_,._'.'r.I_ _'i,,.'VD •-_F',I '
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C) During-sampling, final location, looking
/
, south (108-17684)
i_ DRIVE TUBE 8002/8001 *
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SAMPLE: 8035", 8500", 8510" (413, 412, 411)
Stati on : 8
• Landmark: On north rim of a 10-15 m crater in vicinity of
visible rays from South Ray crater.
Pock type: Rake (8510")-soii (8500*) sample; black, glassy rock (8035*).
SURFACE CH_FACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slo_: Locally sloping north off rim of 10-15 m crater.
Fragment population
Size ranqe and distribution: Up to 1 cm abundant; 1-2 cm
sparse; 2-5 cm rare.
Color: Medium gray.
Sh___pes: Generally rounded, some angular.
Fillets: None visible.
" Apparent burial: Some of the more rounded fragments are partially
: buried.
Dust cover: None visible.
Fine s
_ Color : Medium gray.
• Compaction : Generally firm.
, Craters
Size ranqe and distribution: Up to 3 cm common, larger ones
sparse.
Shape: Subdued.
Ejecta : None visible.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 8035*
_: Size: 3-4 cm.
=_ Color: Black.
_ Shape: Angular.
Comparison w_th other fraqments in area: Several other glass frag-
_ ments are scattered over the surface in this area. This one reflected
.,_. red and green in the sunlight
;>
_. Probable oriqin: Locale, similarity to surrounding surface, suggests
ej_cta from South Ray.
_.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 8500*Size: Mostly less than 1 cm.
Color: Medium gray.
Comparison with other fraqments in area: Several other glass frag-
_ ments are scattered over the surface in this area. This one reflected
_ red and green in the sunlight.
Probable oriqin: Locale, similarity to surrounding surface, suggests
ejecta from South Ray.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 8510"
Size: (=10 fragments), mostly greater than 1 cm; some possibly 3-4 cm.
Color: Medium gray.
Shape: Rounded.
< Comparison with other fraqments in area: Shape and color of material in
_:, rake area appears similar to the surrounding area.
I Probable oriqin: Locale, similarity to surrounding surface, suggests
ejecta from South Ray.
i
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1972021174-130
E" _ C) During-sampling, looking northwest _
li (107-17533)
SAMPLES 8035", 8500* AND 8510"
128
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197202] ]74-]3]
SAMPLE: 8115, 8120 (340, 374)
Station : 8
Landmark: From a 1 m boulder on the southeast rim of a 10-15 m crater.
Rock type: Breccia with a dark (blue) matrix and white crystalline
ciasts (8115). Fillet (8120) from base o/- 8115 boulder.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Regionally a 3-5 ° slope northeast.
Fragment populati on
Size range and distribution: Up to 2 cm abundant. 3 cm to
15 cm common, 15 cm to 2 m sparse.
Color: Generally medium gray, a few light gray.
Shapes: Mostly angular, some rounded.
Fillets: Some of the more rounded rocks have poorly developed
fillets on the south face. Within the 10-15 m crater most fragments
have well developed fillets on the uphill (northeast) side.
Apparent burial: Mostly perched
Dust cover: None visible except on small fragments.
Fines
Color: Medium gray.
Com__ection: Moderately firm away from crater rims.
Craters
Distribution: Up to 20 cm abundant. 20 cm and larger common.
One 20-25 m and one 10-15 m crater are in the immediate area.
Shape: Subdued.
Ejecta : None recognizable.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 8115
Size: I0 x 18 cm
Color: Medium gray.
Shape: Boulder is subangular to rounded.
Fillets: Possibly a poorly developed fillet.
Burial : Perched.
Dust cover: None visible. \
Comparison with other fragments in area: Similar in angularity, color,
and burial to most of the smaller fragments in the area.
Probable origin: Perched nature; similarity to other fragments in
the area, and location suggest the boulder was ejected from South Ray.
COMMENTS: A small crater south of the boulder is possibly a secondary
formed by it. On at least two sides (south and west) of the rock is a
ridge of soil. Two possible explanations of these ridges south and west
are i) formed by the boulder pushing the soil up as it landed and settling
back. 2) material sloughing off the sides of the boulder. Because of the
orientation of the ridges, the first explanation is most probable.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 8120
Color: Medi um gray
Comparison with other soil in area: Soil and small fragments similar
to surrounding area.
Probable origin: Two possible origins: I) material has been shoved
up by the boulder as it came to rest; 2) formed by material sloughing :,
off the face of the boulder.
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a) Pre-samplin_, 3ook;ng
southeast (108-176.6) i_ ," . _" • : " _ •
b) Pre-sampling, looking
souuhwest (108-17690)
i
_ c) Post-sampling. looking southeast (107-17547) ,
SAMPLES 8115 and 8120
] 97202] ] 74-] _
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SAMPLE: 8415,1,2 (342, 341); 8416 (342)
Station : 8
Landmark: Chips from a .5 m boulder on the outside rim of a 5 m
crater.
Rock type: White crystalline rock; feldspathic, sugary texture.
somewhat friable, zap pits. Two fragments in different bags
(8415,1,2) finer grained than third fragment (8416).
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Regional slope of 3-5 ° locally a 5-8 ° slope east off the
5 m crater.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Up to 2 cm abundant. 2 cm to i0 cm
common. Larger blocks sparse.
Color: Light gray to white.
Shapes: Generally angular, some well rounded.
Fillets: Generally absent. 20 cm southeast of the boulder is
a subrounded rock with a well-developed fillet.
/ Apparent burial: Some more rounded fragments partially buried.
Dust cover: None visible.
Fines
._" Color: Medium gray.
'_: Compacti on : Loose.
Craters
Size range and distribution: Up to i0 cm common; 10 cm to 1 m
_, sparse.
_; Shape: Generally subdued.
,; E_ecta: None visible.
_ SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICSSize: 3 small chips; one is about 4 x 10 cm, one about 4 x 6 cm,
," and one about 3 x 6 cm.
%_ Color: Light gray to white.
Boulder is angular.shape:
Fillets: The boulder is generally perched on the rim of the crater.
_, On the side of the rock away from the crater, the soil appears to
_ lap up on it.
Apparent burial : Perched.
_, Dust cover: None visible.
_ Comparison with other fragments in area: Crew reported several other
_i" fragments scattered around the area that had the same general
characteri s tics.
Probable origin: Perched nature and angularity, comparison with other
fragments in the area, suggests that the boulder originated from South
Ray crater.
COMMENTS: Possible planar contact in photograph of boulder separates
two sampled areas. A second contact may also be present; textures below
the lower contact appear similar to those above the upper contact.
' 1
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1972021174-134
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a) Pre-sampling, looking "_,,-; "___*," =
west (108-17697)
b) Pre-sampling, looking
southeast (107-17549)
C) Post-sampling, looking
i southeast (108-17698) '
"
SAMPLES 8415,1,2 AND 8416
_: _
1972021174-135
SAMPLE: 8815,1, 8815, 2, 8820*, 8840* (FSR-6, 343, 375, 344)
Station : 8
Landmark: Chip from 1 m rock east of the LRV
Rock type: Dense breccias with dark vesicular matrices (8815, i, 2);
"fillet" from same boulder (8820*); reference soil (8840*) for "fillet."
SURFACE CHAKACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slo_l_es: 3-5 ° regional slope northeast.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Up to 1 cm abundant. _-3 cm common;
3 cm to 1 m sparse.
Color: Medium gray.
Shapes: Generally angular. Smaller fragments are rounded.
Fillets: Generally small or absent.
Apparent burial: Generally perched.
Dust cover: Crew noted absence of dust.
Fines
Color: Medium gray
Compacti on : Loose
Craters
Size range and distribution: Up to 5 cm con_on; larger ones
sparse.
_: Subdued.
E__ecta : None visible.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS OF 8815, 1, 2
Size: 20-25 cm chip from a 1 m boulder.
Color: Medium gray.
Shape: Angular.
Fillets: Boulder has small fillet on north side.
Apparent burial: Eoulder is generally perched. Partially covered
by fillet.
Dust cover: None.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Similarity in angularity,
texture, and color to other rocks in the area.
Probable origin: The angularity of this boulder and its perched
nature as well as comparison with other fragments in the area suggests
it was ejected from South Ray crater. The rock is similar to sample
8115, which was collected approximately 50 m away.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS OF 8820*
Size : Unknown.
Color: Medium gray.
Comparison with other soil in area: Soil and fragments appear similar
in color and texture to surrounding area.
Probable origin: Crew reported an absence of dust on top of rock
which suggests soil was not a fillet. Possibly it was pushed up in
front of boulder as it came to rest.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 8840*
Size: Soil.
Color: Medium gray.
Comparison with other soil in area: Appears typical of soil in
this area.
Probable origin: Locale and similarity to soil of nearby areas
suggests South Ray crater ejecta.
1972021174-136
a) Pre-_ampling, looking
east '108-17672)
b) During-sampling, looking
southwest (108-17701)
SAMPLES 8815,1, 8815,2 AND 8820*
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1972021174-137

SAMPLE: 9001 (34)
Station : 9
5andmark: In relatively smooth area 20 m north of a 30-50 m
subdued crater
Rock type: Drive tube
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Level
Fragment populat._on
Size range and distribution: Up to 1 cm common; larger ones
sparse. Largest fragn_nt in vicinity of drive tu',e is 4-5 cm
, Colo2: Medium gray
Shapes: Mostly rounded, a few angular
Fillets: None visible
Apparent burial: Mostly perched. Some small fragments are
partially buried
Dust cover: None visible
< Fines
: Color: Medium gray
: Compaction: Loose around footprints
Craters
° Size range and distribution: Up to 3 cm common; larger
ones sparse
, :' Shape: Subdued
E_ecta: Not visible
"":" :i SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
; _ Probable origin: If South Ray ejecta is thin or absent, the
drive tube may contain regolith derived from the Cayley Formation
.... , COMMENTS: Appears to have been driven into regolith material that is
_ typical for this area
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1972021174-139
a) During sampling; arrow
marks rock that shows in ' _
photo below (108-17742)
\
F
. b) Locator; arrow marks
• rock near drive tube
•! which is just off
left edge of photo _ :
(107-17560) CF
• _
.,, %
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" SAMPLE 9001 "
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1972021174-140
SAMPLE: 9003*, 9004* (surface samplers), 9920*, 9_35", 9940*, 9955*, 9960*
(376, 378, 377, 380, 379)
Station : 9
Landmark: Surface samplers (9003", 9004*) .5 m block (9935*) on north
rim of a 30-50 m crater. 9920", 9940* in shadowed area in_ediately
west of block; chip (9955*) from bottom of same .5 m boulder; soil
(9960*) from beneath boulder.
Rock type: Hard breccia (9935*); soil (9920", 9940*, 9960*) rock
(9955*) with 5 mm bluish crystals and black g1_<s in fractures.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Gentle regional slope to northeast. Locally southwest
" into a 30-50 m crater.
Era greent popul ation
Size range and distribution: Up to 1 cm abundant; 1-3 cm
common; larger fragments sparse.
Color : Medium gray.
Shapes: Generally angular, several rounded in all size
fractions.
Fillets: None visible.
Apparent burial: Generally perched. Some rounded fragments
; are Dartiall_ buried.
Dust cover: None visible.
Fines
, Color: Medium gray.
Compaction: Moderately firm.
Craters
_ Size range and distribution: Up to 5 cm abundant; 5-30 cm common;
large one_ sparse.
9
Shape: Subdued.
,. Ejecta: None visible.
SAMPI_ CHARACTERISTICS FOR 9935"
_" Size : 5-cm chip_
Color: Medium gray. _"
Shape : Boulder angular.
'__ Fillets: Boulder not filleted.
_" Apparent burial: Boulder perched on rim of small (0.5-1.0 m) c_ater.
•: Dust cover: Not visible.
•_" Compariso_ with other fragments in area: Angularity, color and
perched nature appears similar to most blocks in local area.
Probable ori__n_: Angularity, lack of a fillet, perched nature
and resemblance to blocks at station 8 suggest that the block is
from South Rag crater. It is perched on the northeast rim of
what appears to be its own secondary crater.
COMMENTS: 9555* chipped from bottom of same 0.5 m boulder.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 9920 _, 9940", 9003", 9004*
Size : Unknown.
_' Color: Medium gray.
Co_arison with other soil in are_: Texture and color appear
typical of s_il in surrounding area.
Probable origin: Similarity of blocks in local area with _hose
at station 8 suggests surface is mantled by South Ray crater
materi al . •
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1972021174-141
la) Pre-sampling, looking ___Are_ °f 9920_,9940-_ "%_'% ;"northeast (107-17560) /
J
i
.-.
- b) Pre-sampling, looking north (107-17559)
"'_l_ " _ _ .4"
•_' c) Post-sampling, looking northeast (107-17572) '
,_j SAMPLES 9920*, 99J5"_ AND 9940* "
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 9955*
Size : 4-cm.
Color: Medium gray.
Shape: Boulder is generally angular. Bottom of boulder is not
appreciablv less rounded than the top.
Dust cover: Bottom of boulder appears dust covered.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Angularity, color and
perched nature appears similar to most blocks in local area.
Probable origin: Angularity, lack of a fillet, percheW nature
and resemblance to blocks at station 8 suggest that the block is
from South Ray crater. It i3 perched on the northeast rim of
what appears to be its own secondary crater.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 9960*
Size : Unknown.
Color: Medium gray.
Comparison with other soil in area: Soil from beneath boulder has
same, general color as surrounding soil.
Probable oriqin: Similarity of blocks in local area to those
at station 8 suggests surface is mantled by South Ray crater
material.
;
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1972021174-143
._. ,,I"'- ._. , •
. • _
a) Pre-sampling, after b) Post-sampling/ after rolling,
rolling, looking looking northwest (107-17579)
north (107-17574)
.
\ %
.-.j
_: C) Pre-sampling, after rolli. /, looking west
._ (10 7-17575)
o;.
_. SAMPLES 9955* AND 9960* "
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1972021174-144
SAMPLE: 7015 (FSR-7)
Station : ii
Landmark: Southeast rim of North Ray crater.
Rock type: Breccia, white matrix, dark clasts.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes : Average slope to northwest.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Greater than 10 cm, sparse; 5-10 cm
common; 0.5 to 5 cm abundant.
Color: White to medium gray.
• Shapes: Subrounded to subangular.
Fillets: Generally none, but fillet may be present on one 25 cm
rock to north.
Apparent burial : Few larger rocks of 10-25 cm size are partly
buried.
Dust cover: Not apparent.
Fines
Color: Light gray.
Compaction: Fairly firm; bootprints penetrate less than 1 cm.
Craters : None observed.
•: SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
_" Size: 8 x 12 cm.
: Color: White matrix; gray clasts.
t Shape: Subrounded.
° _ Fillet: Not apparent.
;:i.'_ Apparent burial: Approximately half buried.
_ Dust cover: None visible.
:, Comparison with other fragments in area: Similar in color and
f'" " ,,i
_ shape to majority of fragments in vicinity, roughly equals median
•.L" i size. A few fragments are lighter in color. One is darker and
..! more angular. Ejecta from North Ray crater.
1972021174-145
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• Pre-sampling, looking south (116-18621)
2
• SAMPLE 7015
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1972021174-146
SAMPLE: 7035 (382)
Station : 11
Landmark: Southeast rim of North Ray crater.
Rock type: Breccia; white matrix, dark clasts.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slope__ss: Down about 10 ° to northwest; locally down to southwest.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: 0.5-2 m boulders common (5-10 within
10 m radius); 10-50 cm rocks also common; 1-10 cm abundant;
Color: Most fragments are light gray to white; few are dark.
Shapes: Angular to subrounded.
Fillets: Poorly to moderately well-developed; steep against
boulder just north of sample site.
Apparent burial: Generally 1/10 to 1,'5 of fragment_.
Dust cover: Not visible.
Fines
Color: Light gray.
Compaction: Firm; bootprints less than 1 cm deep.
Craters : None observed.
' SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 2 pieces about 2 x 6 cm, and about 20 smaller pieces,
less than 1 cm.
Color: Light gray matrix, with dark and white clasts.
Shape: Rounded to subrounded.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Probably typical of
boulders and small fragments in this vicinity.
Probable origin: North Ray crater ejecta.
COMMENTS: Sample is one of the farthest inside North Ray crater wall
r that was collected.
/.
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• Pre-sampling, looking northwest (116-18610)
SAMPLE 7035
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SAMPLE : 7055 (383)
Stati on : 11
Landmark: Rim of North Ray crater, approximately 100 m southwest
of House Rock.
Rock type: Breccia; white matrix, dark clasts; few white clasts.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Not measured
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: 3-10 cm clods are sparse; under
1 cm, abundant.
. Color: Light gray
Sha_es: Subangular (larger clods) to rounded (smaller ones) _
Fillets: None visible
Apparent burial: One possible rock, 30-40 cm, appears almost
completely buried.
Dust cover: Most fragments look dust covered.
o,
Fines
Color: Light gray
_ Compaction: High to low; bootprints penetrate 2 cm to <0.5 cm.
Craters
Size range and distribution: None visible in field of photos
: ShaDe : NA
:_ Ejecta : NA
• SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
"_., _ Size: 7 x 5 x 4 cm, 221 g
"'"_ Color: White matrix, dark gray clasts
"_ Shape: Chunky clod with loose subangular to subrounded clasts
Fillets : Perched--no fillet
" Burial : None
Dust cover: Dust covered
° _, Comparison with other fraqments in area: Larger than any of 5
or 6 others in vicinity, but appears to be typical in shape and
",_" texture. Not as white as one or two fragments.
: Probable origin: North Ray crate£ ejecta.
,, COMMENTS: Crew saw 50% dark clasts.
•, .)
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a) Pre-sampl]ng, looking _ 9 , rl
.south (116-18616) - ._ --Stomp
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1972021174-150
SAMPLE: 7075 (384)
Station: 11
Landmark: Southeast rim of North Ray crater
Rock type: "White shocked rock", friable, fine-grained, possibly
shattered crvstalline rock.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Sl___pes: Not determined
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Two visible 1/2 to 1 m boulders;
1-.2% of area covered by 1-10 cm fragments; 30% covered by <i cm
" clods.
Color : Medi um gray
Shapes : Most are rounded to subrounded.
FilZets: Small fillet on 1 m boulder to the south. No others
apparent.
Apparent burial : None
Dust cover: Possibly on smoother surfaces
Fines
Color: Medium gray.
Compaction: Perched fragments indicate compact surface.
Craters
" Size range and distribution: None vzsible in photographs of
immediate area.
Shape: NA
Ejecta : NA
•_ SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
; Size: Originally 2 fragments, each 5-8 cm diameter.
." _ Color: White
• • Shape: Subrounded; angular at fracture corners
Fillet: Perched, no fillet.
Apparent burial : None
• Dust cover: Possibly on smaller fragments to right (north).
' Comparison with other fra_[ments in area. Two others in area are
_-'.• mottled and look like breccias. Remainder are uniform gray and
"•.__ rounded clods or dust-covered breccias.
•. ' Probable origin: Unique in local area indicates possible exotic¢
origin; although sample may be typical of white rock breccias
150 m to west and therefore is ejecta from North Ray.
COMI;ENTS: Broke into several pieces in bag; very friable rock.
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1972021174-152
lSAMPLE: 7095, 7Z15 (385, 386)
Station : _I
Landmark: Southeast rim of North Ray crater
Rock type: 7095 is black glass-covered rock; probably breccia
beneath. 7115 is breccia, gray to white matzix, black clasts.
SAMPLE CHARACTERTSTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slor)es: Possibly gentle slope down to northwest on North Ray rim.
Frac::_n t pop ulation
Size range and distributfcn: 30% of surface _ covered by
5-20 cm clods; o_c u.5 m boulder. 40% of surface is covered
by <i cm z_cks.
C_Icr: Ligh_ gzay; only 1 or 2 fragments are white.
Sha_: Rounded to angular.
Fillets: Not observed except o12 single 0.5 m boulder
A_parent burial : Singular large breccia boulder is almost
completelv buried.
Dust cover: Can't determine.
Fines
Color" Light gray; similar to most of the clods.
Com,Daction: Poorly developed; bootprint$ are several cm deep.
Craters
Size range and distribution: None visible in immediate area.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7095
Size: Approximately 4 x 7 x 13 cm.
Color: Light gray with black glass; similar to surrounding soil.
Shape: Angular, slab-shaped rock.
Fillet : None
Apparent burial : Perched.
Dust cover: Crew described as dust covered.
; Comparison with other fragments in area: Typical ¢_f same size and
smaller fragments.
Probable origin: North Ray crater ejecta.
SAMPLE CHARACTCRISTICS FOR 7115
Size: 4 x 4 x 7 cm
"' Color: Light gra_ on untouched surface.
" _: Rounded.
Fillet : None.
Apparent burial : None.
Dust cover: Crew described as dust covered.
Comparison with other fragments in area: M_re rounded that most;
typical in size and color.
Probable origin: North Ray crater ejecta.
i"
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• Pre-saPpling (116-18626)
SAMPLES 7095 AND 7115.
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1972021174-154
SAMPLE: 7215" (Padded bag i)
Station : ii
Landmalk: Southeast rim of North Ray crater.
Rock type : Hard rock.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Sl_es : Approximately level.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: One boulder of approximately meter
size; several 5-50 cm rocks; 2-5 cm common, <2 cm abundant.
CoIGr: Light to medium grav.
Shapes: Most are s_orounded to rounded; few are angular.
I
Fillets: On two rounded 10 cm rocks with low profiles.
Apparent burial: Crew described area as having lots of rocks
under about 3 cm of soil.
Dust cover: Slight on 30 cm perched rock, possibly thrown up
by Rover.
Fines
Color: Light gray.
Compaction: Moderately firm; bootprints are about 1 cm deep.
Craters
Size range and distribution: One 50 cm secondary in area of
photographs.
Shape: Low-rimmed but fresh appearing.
Ejecta: Broken clod in bottom; few fragments on rim.
, , SAMPLE CHRACTERISTICS
[ Size: Approximately 3 x 8 cm.
Color: Mottled light and medium gray.
Shape: Sub rounded.
Fillet: None in photos; may have existed before moving.
• _ Apparent burial: None in photos; n_y have existed before moving.
Dust cover: Partly covered, possibly due to movement.
: Comparison with other fracfl,ents in area: Similar in appearance, but
: smaller than most fragments in local area.
Probable origin: North Ray crater ejecta.
,..!"
COMMENTS: Sample moved before photographed.
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b) Pre-sampling after moving rock with scoop (106-17355)
'> SAMPLE 7215"
C
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1972021174-156
SAMPLE: 7235* (Padded bag #2)
Station: ii
Landmark: Southeast rim of Nortl. Ray crater
Rock t_pe: Not determined
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
S_: Gentle slope down to northeast
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: 5-20 cm rocks cover less than
1% of area; 2-5 cm, 2-3%; O. 5-2 cm, 20-30%
Color: Light gray
Shapes: Subangular to subrounded
Fillets: None visible
A__I:_ n J burial: None visible
Dust c_ er. Too disturbed to determine
Fines
Color: Light gray
Compaction: Firm; most bootprints less than 1 cm deep
Craters
None visible
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: 10 x 20 cm
Color: Light gray to white
Shape: Elongate, subangular
Fillet: None
Apparent burial : Perched
Dust cover: Not visible
• Comparison with other fragments in area: More angular and lighter
in color than the majority of larger fragments
Probable oli_in: North Ray crater ejecta
COMMENTS: Surface largely disturbed
¢
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b) Pre-sampling (116-18656) c) Pre-sampling (i16-18654)
SAMPLE 7235*
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1972021174-158
SAMPLE: 7415"
Station : ii
Landmark: White breccia boulders on southeast rim of North Ray crater.
Rock type: Crystalline, white, fine-grained rock; may be white
breccia matrix.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Not visible on photographv.
Fragment population
Size ranqe and distribution: Sparse clods, 5-10 cm, less
than 1% of surface. Abundant clods, under 5 cm, 30-40% of
s urfa ce,
Color: Light gray (may be dust covered) and white.
Shapes: Pounded to subangular.
Fillets: None on near-field clods.
Apparent burial : None.
Dust cover: Nearly ubiquitous.
: Fines
Color: Light gray.
Compaction: Soft; boot impressions are several centimeters deep.
Craters : Wone visible.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: Apmroximately 10 x 10 cm.
Color: Light gray, similar to soil; white patches showing through.
ShaD____e:Rounded on top surface. Angular on broken (north) face.
""$ Fillet: None.
:_" Apparent burial : Perched.
Dust cover: Crew described as dust coTered.
Comparison with other fraqments in area: Similar to largest
ones observed.
•, _ Probable origin: Ejected from North Ray crater. May have broken
off adjacent large white breccia boulder.
\
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1972021174-160

SAMPLE: 7435* (415)
Station : ii
"" Landmark: Southeast rim of North Ray crater.
Rock type: Breccia; glass coated, hackly-looking rock.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Up to east toward white breccia boulders
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: 0.5-1 m boulders sparse; 2-10 cm
fragments common; <2 cm clods abundant.
Color: Light gray to white.
q Shapes: Angular to subrounded.
Fillets: Only around rounded 1-2 m rock to south.
_ Apparent burial: Substantial burial on larger rocks.
,_" Dust cover: Not apparent
Fines
Color: Light gray.
Compaction: Moderately soft; about 1 cm deep bootprints.
: Craters
•" Size range and distribution: One 1-2 m crater in available
'5 ph ot ographs.
Shape: Round, subdued.
Ejecta: Few blocks; probably a secondary.
_, SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
• Size: 4 x 8 cm.
t. Color: Light gray.
_" Shape: Blocky, angular, hackly.
: Fillet : None.
• _ Apparent burial: Perched.
Dust cover: Not visible.
Comparison with other fragments in area: TyDical of most fragments
in immediate area. A very few fragments are more angular.
_ Probable origin: North Ray crater ejecta.
'_
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Z_oulaler
a) Location of LMP while coliecting
sample. (TV documentation seen from
Rover) Looking southwest.
1972021174-163
SAMPLE. 7455* (416)
., Station : 11
La,_dmark: White breccia boulders on southeast rim of North Ray crater.
Rock type: Breccia, white matrix, dark clasts; friable, in several
pieces.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Slopes are down in all directions from this local high
point.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Four blocks loose on top of
m boulder are apnroximately 2, 4, 12, and 22
and abundant centimeter-size fragments occur on the surface
• surrounding boulder.
Color: Light gray to white.
: Shapes: Subrounded to subangular.
Fillets: Steep fillet at base of boulder.
i Apparent burial: Partial burial of larger white boulders.
.. Dust cover: None visible. I
: Fines
Color: Light to medium-gray on surrounding surface.
• Compaction: Soft on adjacent soil surface. Bootprints are
: several centimeters deep.
Cra ters
• Size range and distribution: None visible.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
: Size: Larger fragment approximately 6 x 10 cm; smaller fragment
2 x 2 cm. Both may have been col [ected.
, "_ Color: Light matrix with medium to dark gray clasts.
Sha_: Subrounded, friable.
? Dust cover: Fines occur under rounded edges of sampled fragments.
"_ Comparison with other fragments in area: Typical of larger loose
fragments on top, and of the boulder as a whole.
_ Probable origin: Broken, but nearly in place on larger boulder
:._ which is probable e]ecta from the deeper levels of North Ray crater.
• COMMENTS:
' This sample represents the largest boulder of the white matrix
" type from which samples were collected.
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b) Enlargement of sample |
_,nsame photo as above o • _ i" (normal print) looking _ ''_ -'
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1972021174-165
=i " SAMPLE: 7460* (417)
Station : ii
Landmark: White breccia boulders on southeast rim of North Ray
cra ter .
Rock type: White soil fillet sample.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Down in all directions from this local highpoint.
Fragment populati on
Size range and distribution: 2 cm to 0.5 m fragments are
sparse; <cm-size fragments are abundant.
Color: Light gray to white.
Shapes : Subrounded to subangular.
Fillets: Steep fillets on larger white boulders.
- Apparent burial: Partial burial of larger white boulder_'.
Dust cover: Finer debris has settled on shallow sloping
surfaces of large boulder.
Fines
Color: Light to medium gray.
Compaction: Soft; bootprints are several centimeters deep.
Craters
Size range and distribution: A few shallow depression_ to the
east.
Shape: Irregular, subdued; may not be craters.
Ejecta: None observed.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: Soil flom f.llet.
t Col or: White.
_ Fillet: Moderately well developed, with steep, sharp contact with
base of boulder.
Comparison _ith other soil in area: Similar in color and texture to
adjacent soil.
Probable origin: Derived from disintegrating white matrix breccias
: in this _rea_
COMMENTS: S_,gZe should contaln some resistant dark gray clasts, if
2.
repre centa 2iv; of the breccias.
.%
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a) Post-sampling, looking _w_ *5_4_Y .d4rN, .,_
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east (106-17336).
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SAMPLE: 7475* (418)
Station : ii
Landmark: White breccia boulders on southeast rim of North Ray crater.
Rock type: Aphanitlc, black rock; probably a large clast from a
breccia.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Down in all directions from this local high point.
Fragment population
_'ze range and distribution: Rubbly 0.5 to 1 c- (approx.) fragn_nts
on upper boulder surface; 2 cm to 0.5 m fragments and abundant cm-
size and smaller fragments occur on surface surrounding boulder.
Colo_____r:Light gray to white.
Shapes: Subrounded to subangular.
Fillets: Steep fillet at base of boulder.
Apparent burial: Partial burial of larger white boulders.
Dust cover: Finer debris has settled on shallow sloping surfaces
of large boulder.
Fines
Color: Light to medium gray on surrounding surface.
Compaction: Soft on adjacent soil surface; boot prints are
several centimeters deep.
Craters
Size range and distribution: Abundant "zap pits" on boulder
surface. No larger craters in vicinity.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Size: Approximately 5 cm.
Color: Black.
Shape: Residual material on boulder looks angular.
_ Comparison with other fragments in area: Unusual; collected to
: represent dark clasts within white breccia boulder.
: Probable origin: North Ray crater ejecta.
, COMMENTS: Clast appears to have been located on the trend of a vertical
west-northwest-striking fracture plane crosscutting the boulder.
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" Post-sampling, looking northwest (I06-17337)
_. SAMPLE 7475*
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SAMPLE: 7480*, 7510" (419, 420)
" Station. ii
Landmark: Southeast rim of North Ray crater, in area of white
breccia boulders.
Rock type: Rake (7510") - soil (7480*) sample.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: In local north-south swale.
Fragment populaticn
Size range and distribution: Greater than 10 cm, sparse;
2-10 cm common; less th_n 2 cm abundant.
Color: Light grav.
Shapes: Subrounded; larger blocks are subangular.
"_" Fillets : None visible
.2
_ Apparent burial: Some partially buried; most of area too
disturbed to tell.
_', Dust cover: Area largely disturbed; dust cover not visible.
Fines
_" Color: Light gray.
Compaction: Soft; crew repo2ted "sinking in on the slopes about
• "_ 6 inches."
Craters : None observed.
_:" SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7480*
•_ Size: Less than 1 cm.
" §_::__ Color: Light gray.
/_ Comparison with other soil in area: Typical of local soil.
Probable origin: Derived from underlying North Ray crater ejecta,
• . _.' probabl_ white matrix breccia in this area.
•_ COMMENTS: Soil sample was collected prior to rake (7510"); normal procedure
_, is the reverse.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7510"
" Size: Most are greater than 1 cm; one fragment is about 8 cm (may not
_ be in sample).
Color: Light gray.
'!; _'_ Shape : Subrounded.
_ Fillet: None visible.
: _ Apparent burial: _ot visible.
_ Dust cover: Not visible.
Comparison with other fragments in area: Appears tupical of local
fragments in area.
Probable origin: Derived from underlying North Ray crater ejecta;
probably includes white matrix breccias and individual resistant
cl asts.
COMMENTS: Rake sample followed cellection of soil (7480*) ; normal
procedure is the reverse.
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Post-sampling (soil) and pre-sampling (rake) (116-18639)
SAMPLES 7480* AND 7510"
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1972021174-171
SAMPLE: 7600*; 7605*, 7610" (422, 421)
Station : !i
Landmark: Southeast rim of North Ray crater.
Rock type: Rake (7610") - soil (7600*) sample; 7605* a fragment from
the soil sample.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes : In bottom of "Little Hollow"
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: 10-50 cm rocks are sparse in
area of photos; 2-10 cm common; <2 cm abundant.
Color: Light gray and mottled; a few are white.
Shapes: Subangular to subrounded.
Fillets: Few steep fillets on rounded 5-10 cm rocks.
Apparent burial: Partial on rounded 20-30 cm rock to north
Dust cover: Not apparent.
Fines
Color: Light gray.
• Compaction: Moderately firm; bootprints about 1 cm deep.
Craters : None visible.
; SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7600* (soil) (ir_cludes fragment 7605* not
identified in photos)
: Size: Less than 1 cm.
Color: Light gray.
.; Comparison with other soil in area: Typical of local soil.
; Probable origin: Derived from North Ray crater e]ecta, and probably
i similar to adjacent white matrix breccia boulder.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7610" (rake)
"_• Size: Most greater than 1 cm; a few ma_ be 5 cm.
Color: Light gray.
.2
Shape: Fragments at surface are subangular.
Fillet: Steep fillet on south side of one 5 cm fragment.
Apparent burial: Some partly buried.
Dust cover: Not visible.
"-_ Comparison with other fragments in area: Appear typical of rock
: population (under 10 cm).
_ Probable origin: Derived from underlying North Ray crater ejecta.
' .%
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SAMPLE: 7700; 7705-08; 7710" (423, 388)
"'" Station : ii
Landmark: Southeast rim of North Ray crater
Rock t_De: Rake (7710"), soil (7700, 7705-08)
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Gentle downslope to northeast.
Fragment popu!ation
Size range and distribution: 10-30 cm fragments, sparse;
2-10 cm common but less than 1% of surface; 0.5-2 cm 20-30%
, of surface.
Color: Light gray; few of smallest are white.
," Shapes: Most large" than several centimeters are subangular.
_" Fillets : None.
Apparent burial : None."c
"" Dust ccver: Not visible.
Fines
q Color: Light gray.
_ Compaction: Crew described as harJ; possibly on top of a
":" large white rock Rake would not penetrate
i: Craters• 4
'..2' Size range and distribution: One 40-50 cm clodd_ secondary in
center of rake sample area.
C,. Sh__pe__: Raised rim.
"'.'}_ Ejecta: Five clods, broken clod in bottom
='_., SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7700; 7705-08
Size: Mostly less than 1 cm.
" .i_/__. Color: Very light gray.
• '_ Prob-_le origin: Derived from thin regolith on _or_, _a_ _L_i
.'.'_[ ejecta. In part disaggregated material from nearby or underlying
white friable rock.
•.'_, SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7710"
•i_'_ Size: Mostly >i cm.
_," .'_: Color: Dusty gray and friable white fragments.
i. Comparison with other fragments in area: Probably typical.
Probable origin: Derived from adjacent large white rock or from
. :'_ underlying hard surface.
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a) During-sampling, looking
• B
southwest (106-17340)
'%
II1 , _
b) Pre-sampling (116-18644) , "*
SAMPLE: 79J5, 7935-37, 7955-57, (FSR-8, 389, 425)
Statirn : 11
Landmark: House Rock area on southeast rim of North Ray crater
Rock type: Breccia, dark m_trix, white clasts. Large sample that
include_ white clast ('7915); several chips including a Diece of
the "Shatter Cone" (9935-37); several chips of matrix and clasts
(7955-57).
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Fragments broken off near-vertical east face of boulder
on south end of House Rock.
C1 -st_ ulati on
Size ranqe and distribution: Under 0.5 cm to 20 cm in fi6!d
of view.
" Color: Light gray to white; large boulder from whic samples
take:_ is gray with white clasts.
_: Rounded to angular; large boulder from which samples
taken rounded except under overhang, knobby.
Fillets: Fillet on large boulder poorly deveZoped--nearly absent.
Apparent burial: Boulder essentially perched on surface.
Dust cover: None visible.
Matri x
Color: Medium to dark gray.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7915
Si2__. 23 x 22 x 10 cm.
Color: Gray matrix; white and gray clasts.
ShaDe: Angular where broken off; rounded on original surfaces.
,., Dust cover: None.
Comparison with other frayments in area: Typical of south boulder
and orobably o _ adjacent House Rock.
Pr, '_-ble origin: Collected to represent deepest material from
_-,rth Ray crater. Splay fractures and lineations indicate recent
shock effects from spalled surface nearby.
COMMENTS: Should be examined closely for multiple shock events and
orientation prior to subsampling.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7935-37 _ 89)
_,= Size: 3 fragments, total more than 100 a.
; Color: Light gray, medium gray, and black glass over :;peckled gray
.&
and white.
Shape: Probably angular.
Dust cover: None
Comparison with other fragments in area: Probably typical of south
boulder and adjacent House Rock.
Probable origin: Material from deepest part of N;rth Ray crater.
COMMENTS: Should be similar to parts of 7915 and 7955-57. Samples
include a piece of the "Shatter Cone."
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7955-57 (425)
Size: 7955 is 6 x 6 x 2 cm plus 3 smaller piecex; 7956 is l-z cm? ,_
7957 is 1-2 cm.
Color: 7955 light gra_ to white; 7956 and 7957 dark gray.
Shape: Angular to rounded.
Dust cover: None
;{ Comparison with other fra,_ments in area: White _ieces probablg
i typical of white clasts in _outh boulder and adjacent. House Rock.
Probable origin: Collected to represent white clast3 that w_',e not "
as shocked as neighboring sammles 7915 and 7935- ,7. 7956 a_d 1957 are
" t_ dark matrix breccias similar to 7915.
COMMENTS: Should be similar to clasts in samples 7915 _d 7935-37.
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t: ._ b) Post-sampling photo of c) Pre-sampling photo of
." ._ of above boulder above boulder
... .,, ' _' (106-17345) (106-17345)
..... SAMPLES 7915, 7935-37, 7940, 7945-48, 7955-57
175
1972021174-178
.f
: SAMPLE: 7940, 45-48; 7960; 7975; (390, 391, 392)
Station : ii
Landmark: House Rock area on southeast rim of North Ray crater.
Rock type: Soil samples; "east-west crack" (7940, 45-48), and
"reference" soil (7960). 7975 is a breccia with white matrix, "frothy,"
glass coated.
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA: Observable for reference soil
only (7960)
Slopes: On crest of North Ray rim, sloping down toward northwest.
, Fragment population: (in addition to House Rock and South Boulder)
Size range and distribution: Sparse 10-30 cm fragments, abun-
dant 5-10 cm fragments, and abundant centin_ter-size fragments
(or clods).
'_ Color: Light to medium gray.
Shapes: Angular (most larger fragments) to rounded.
Fillets: Moderately developed on uphill sides of larger
.; rounded rocks.
• :.:_ Apparent burial : Slight.
._ Dust cover: Not visible.
._ , _ Fines
" "_ Light gray.
.t Color:
. Compaction: Ver_ hard just beneath are6 of 7960.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7960
"i. _ Size: 12 g.
._!"..""_ Color: Light gray.
• •J, Comparison with other soil in area: Typical of vez_ thin soil
"'L. "...-.._ cover described in much of station area by the crew.
"_'_'"'[_: Probable origin: Derived from local rocks of North Ray crater
: _..:_
.... ejecta
_:._,: COMMENTS: Should be examined foz dark components which appear to
., characterize larger rocks in this area. (Sample 7940, 45-48, not
/..:7._ _ documented, weighs 175 g.) \
:._-/ _:i SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7975
"4t. " ' •
"_''" ";:I Size: 8 x 15 cm
.'_C;",q:'_ "[ |'_" Color: White matrix breccia
I Comparison with other fragments in area: "Frothy" character
.'!..i implies uniqueness in this area; may be more glass_ or vesicular
than most local rocks.
Probable origin: Ejecta from North Ray crater.
COMMENTS : No photographi c documentation.
I SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 7940, 2945-48
A soil and 4 rocks collected from "east-west crack."
COMMENTS: No photographic documentation.
]97202]]74-]79
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"" "_.. Pre-sampling, looking south (106-17347)
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SAMPLE 7960 (which is the "reference soil" for 7940, 7945-48, not shown)
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SAMPLE: FSR-8b (LRL number not assigned)
Station : ii
Landmark: Southeast rim of North Ray crater.
Rock t_e: Breccia, white matrix, _-_'- _ _
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Nearly level.
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: 10-20 cm fragments are sparse;
2-5 cm fragments common; fragments <2 cm, abundant.
Color: Light gray to white.
ShaDes: Subangular to subrounded.
Fillets : None.
Apparent burial : None.
Dust cover: None visible.
Fines
•: Color: Light gray.
Compaction: Hard; depression by bootprints and Rover wheels,
less than 1 cm.
: Craters: None in photographs.
• ; SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
• " Size: 20 x 10 x 5 cm; crew described as broken, with white
_ clasts up to 3 cm.
Color: White to light gray.
} Shape: Subangular.
Fi llet : None.
Apparent burial : Perched.
: Dust cover: None visible.
i Comparison with other fragments in area: Largest rock in area of
.",_ photographs and more angular than most.
:J_"" Probable ori<d__n_n:Looks shocked. North Ray crater ejecta.
' j
.- 4
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Pre-sampling, looking north (116-18658). Inset is pre-sampling,
looking east (i16-18660).
i,
SAMPLE FSR-Sb
.q
1972021174-182
SAMPLE: 3320*, 3335*, 3340*, 3355*-57*, 00171 , (426, 428, 427, 429, FSR-9)
Station : 13
Landmark: Shadow Rock, located on southeast part of North Ray crater
ejecta blanket, approximately 550 m from crater rim crest.
Rock type: Breccia with black matrix and dark and white clasts (0017,
3335", 3355*-57*). Soil, shadowed (3320*); soil (3340*) control sample
from below 3320*. IP"
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Southeast slope on flank of North Ray crater.
Fragman t pop ulati on
• Size range and distribution: Abundant 5-10 cm cobbles
scattered on surface. Scattered blocks up to abe u;" 5 m.
Color: Light to medium gray.
Shapes: Generally subangular, many of the cobbles are tabular;
large blocks are hackly and irregular with crudely developed
layering.
Fillets: Fillets developed only on large rocks.
, Apparent burial: Cobbles largely perched. Large blocks range
: _, from perched (Shadow Rock) to nearly completely buried.
Dust cover: Negligible.
Fines
- Color: Medium gray, white below surface by LRV.
' Compaction: Firm; boots leave distinct but shallow impression.
"_ Cra ters
_'.'._...,._ Size range and distribution: Abundant .5-1 m craters in
.7:-_ immediate station area.
;" :':' _"i Shape: Subdued.
: '" '" " ! E_ecta: Indistinct.
i SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 00171 , 3335*, 3355"-57"
.......:"': :"7 Size: Chips from =5 m diameter boulder. One is 9 x 17 cm (0017);
: 7" _._ another sample (3355*-57*) consists of 5 chips larger than 1 cm (largest)
:i,i,_. _ is approximately 3 x 8 cm) and many smaller chips. \
' : __. _, Color: Dark and white clasts in black matrix.
....... " "_'_:I Shape: Irregular, hack!y to crudely layered, angular to subangular.
_ ....... Fillet: Fillet represented by low ridge of soil encircling Shadow
" " " _I Rock on south and southeast sides. {
; ' ' i_ Apparent burial: Perched.
::.-_.,'_ DUst cover: None.
Comparison with ot_er fragments in area: Largest fragment in imme-
diate area. Like other large fragments it is irregularly shaped,
coarsely clastic , and crudely layered.
i Probable origin: Breccia block ejected from North Ray crater.
Breccia emplaced in North Ray crater area prior to North Ray event.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 3320" AND 3340*
Siz_..__e:351 g (3320*); 180 g (3340*)
Probable origin: Fine-grained eJecta from North Ray crater. If
•_ ',' Shadow Rock was ejected from North Ray crater, these samples have
• ' " been virtually undisturbed since the North Ray event.
ICOMMENTS: To the best of our present Judgment, sample 0017 was collected
at station 13. If correctly located, the sample may be renumbered.
180
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/SAMPLE: 3500, 3505-09, 3515, 3510" (346, 345)
Station: 13
Landmark: 5 m west-northwest of Shadow Rock
Rock type: Rake (3510")-soii (3500, 3505-09, 3515)
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE AREA
Slopes: Regional slope to southeast off North Ray crater. Local
slopes undulating but averaging about 5 °
Fragment population
Size range and distribution: Small rocks (2-10 cm) covering
• 5% of surface; clotting of soil by bootprints makes the
surface appear to have a higher rock percentage than in
_. undisturbed areas.
Color: In immediate area of sample, all are of same dull gray
Shapes: Clasts in view are all subrounded if at 10 cm =_nd of
¢ size scale and subangular at 2-3 cm end of size
Fillets : Not visible
, Apparent burial : None
% Dust cover: None identifiable
Fines
": Color: Same as rocks
-" { Compaction: Less compacted than soil at North R_'y crater
_ ! Craters
=._ } Size range and distribution: Random 1-2 m fresh to subdued
......._ craters in local area. None recognizable within 2 m of
;/:,"; sample area
{ shape..... : Circular with low rims
._'_._,.": _: Slightly raised rims, material expected to be part
:i.i_i:_-"I of North Ray crater ejecta blanket
,t
.. ..
:' "'.. SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS for 3500, 3505-09, 3515
•"';./_ Size: Mostly less than 1 cm, but contains at least 6 larger
,:i_.7";; fragmen ts
• " _":":" Color: Gray
_'_...... Comparison with other soil in area: Probably typical regolith
..... . Probable origin: Regolith derived from North Ray crater ejecta
:';,:,., COMMENTS: Sample area on North Ray ejecta blanket that is away from
' _o " . : obvious local fresh craters
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 3510"
Size: (approx. 20 fragments). Mostly greater than i cm
Co/or: Gray
Probable origin: Regolith derived from North Ray crater
|
!
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SAMPLES 3500, 3505-09, 3515, 3510"
'3
_83
1972021174-_86
Table l.--Contentsof SCB-7 (openedin NNPL,l May)
Container LRL
number number Station AET T_,pei
382 67035 II 06 22 52 30 breccia
383 67055 II 06 23 02 56 breccia
FSR-7 67015 II 06 23 P7 54 breccia
384 67075 II 06 23 12 02 white rock
385 67095 II 06 23 II 20 glassyrock
386 67115 Il 06 23 15 44 rock
FSR-IO 60018 lO 07 Ol 31 30 breccia
FSR-4 60016 LM 05 23 15 08 breccia
18 60275 LM 07 Ol 55 23 glassyrock
20 60315 LM 07 Ol 56 44 "igneous"rock
FSR-9? 600172 13? 07 O0 40 23 vesicularrock
: D.T. 27/ 60014 lO' 07 Ol 35 lO drivetube
32 60013 lO' 07 Ol 35 lO drivetube
: Residue 67010
o4
D.T. indicatesdrivetube
One, two,and threedigit numbersindicatedocumentedbags
FSR indicatesloose (unbagged)sample
"_ ? indicatestentativeidentification
•, IAs reportedby the Apollo16 crew and,for the most part, confirmed
,_ by verypreliminaryexaminationsin the LunarReceivingLaboratory.
2To the bestof our presentJudgment,sample60017was collectedat
:..._ station13. If correctlylocated,the samplemay be re-numbered.
• ,|
,._L
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!'_ Table 2.--Contents of SRC-2 (opened in SNAP, 2 May) w
.;i Container LRL
number number Stati on AET Txpe ._
332 65510 5 06 Ol 09 41 rake fragments
333 65500 5 u6 O! 23 08 rake soil
338 66040 6 0_,02 ;5 _5 soi1
339 66080;85 6 0,_02 17 15 soil
409 66075 6 06 02 20 02 white rocks
340 C81i5 8 06 03 08 Ol breccia
" 374 68120 8 U6 03 I0 11 so11 _=
, 341 68415,1;68416 8_ crystailine rocks342 68415,2 uj 06 03 15 57 crysta'dlinerock
343 68835,2 8 06 03 27 36 breccia -
, FSR-6 68815 8 06 03 24 35 breccia
L.}D.T. 45/ 60010 drive tubeJ 54 60009 M 06 04 59 44 drive tube
D T. 43 64002* 4 06 O0 37 23 H'ive tube
' :_ D.T. 29 68002* 8 06 02 48 58 -ive tube
I D.T. 34 69001 g 06 04 OE;33 drive tube (CSVC)
-*.•.! Resi due 68810
4 _ i
D.T. indicates drive tube
-_:':'":"i One, two, and three digit numbers indicate documented bags
_ii"i:*'i,::'I FSR indicates loose (unbagged) sample
•:"-.::." ? indicates tentative identification
• %.,
1 4
i:i-,":"'.._ *indicates prcvisional number unlisted in the Curator's Lunar Sample Data ,
....-;"..:' Inventory as of May 12, 1972.
-_ ._*" IAs reported by the Apollo 16 crew and, for the most part, confir,,edby
y..,.:. very preliminary examinations in the Lunar Receiving Laboratory.
: • #
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Table 3.--Contentsof SCB-4 (openedin NNPL,5 May)
Container LRL
Number number Station AET T_peI
423 67710" II 06 23 35 46 rakefragments
388 67700;05-08 II 06 23 39 _9 rakesoil
389 67935-37 II 06 23 42 03 house rock
FSR-8 67915 II 06 23 46 15 house rock
425 67955-57 II 06 23 47 58 houserock
" 390 67940;45-48 II 06 23 49 07 soil
391 67960 II 06 23 51 34 soil
392 67975 II 06 23 53 07 rock
FSR-II 60019 LM 07 Ol 37 13 glassyrock
_ 345 63510* 13 07 O0 23 58 rake fragments
346 63500; 05-09; 13 07 O0 26 46 rake soil
63515
, 347 60610" lO' 07 Ol 20 44 rake fragments
_ 348 60600 lO' 07 Ol 24 51 rake soil
._ 349 60510* I0 07 01 26 29 rake fragments -,:,
:_ 350 60500 I0 07 Ol 29 57 rake soil ,...
_ Residue 67910
•
"_; One two,and threedigit numbersindicatedocumentedbags "_i;_
c"._,:.._;_.; FSRindicates loose (unbagged) sample ,,-: ..,
_i *indicatesprovisionalnumberunlistedin the Curator'sLunar SampleData _:";#_.._,.,
'"": Inventoryas of May 12, 1972 _ .:':_
:.,_ 1Asreb_rtedby the Apollo16 crewand, for the mostpart, confirmedby ;'•:?ii_
i;,_ verypreliminaryexaminationsin the LunarReceivingLaboratory. .,_....
.%
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_/ Taole 4, -Contents of SCB-6 (opened in NNPL, 12 May)
_ Container LRL
number number Station AET Type1
: 415 67435* II 06 23 18 23 glassy rock
• 416 67455* II 06 23 16 31 breccia
417 67460* II 06 23 20 35 soil
4]8 67475* II 06 23 26 O0 breccia
387 67415* II 06 23 27 38 white rock
,_ 419 67480* II 06 23 28 48 soil
420 67510* II 06 23 30 07 rake fragments421 67610* II 06 23 31 35 rake fragments
7. 422 67600* II 06 23 34 41 rake soil
I paddedbag 1 67215* II 07 O00l 31 rockpaddedbag 2 67235* II 07 O0 57 II rock
•"_ 426 63320* 13 07 O0 27 49 shadowedsoil
• . " 427 63340* 13 07 O0 32 21 soil
" 428 63335* 13 07 O0 35 37 shadow rock
' 429 63355*-57* 13 07 O0 40 23 shadowrock
_ " 430 60135* 10' 07 O1 33 15 glass ball
'+, <; . 4 ._
• '.:" 13 60215* I0' 07 Ol 45 49 v:hiterock
' "-_i 15 60235* LM 07 Ol 47 29 breccia
,_._...:! 17 60255* LM 07 Ol 49 28 breccia
: ;_:_-t 331 60335* LRV 07 02 32 05 LPM rock
'-:_"< One, two,and threedigitnumbersindicatedocumentedb_gs
_.i:_:_i_i iAs reportedby the Apollo 16 crew. For fullerdescriptionssee
• ...,:/-.,; InteragencyReport" Astrogeology48, April 27, 1972.
_i,, -•
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Table 5,--Contentsof SRC-I (openedin SNAP,12 May)
Container LRL
number number Station AET TypeI
351 60035* ALSEP 05 02 37 02 white rock
355 60050* ALSEP 05 02 44 15 soil
373 60075* ALSEP 05 02 46 28 white rocks
372 61510" l 05 03 29 02 rake fragments
354 61120.2 l 05 03 34 ]5 rake soil
• 371 61155"-58" l 05 03 37 42 mixed rocks
363 61500.3 l 05 03 39 25 soil
364 61175" l 05 03 40 45 breccia
3 356 61160" l 05 03 42 31 soil
_? 362 61135" l 05 03 45 28 breccia
; 2 61195" l 05 03 47 44 glassyrock
'._ 369 61180" l 05 03 50 Ol soil
352 61240";45*-49*;l 05 03 50 59 soil
; 61255"
357 61220" l 05 03 53 57 soil
• _ 353 61295" l 05 03 57 29 breccia
" ":', 368 61280" l 05 04 Ol 05 soil
FSR-I 61015" l 05 04 04 08 breccia
:.,_ 5 62235*-37* 2 05 04 32 33 mixed rocks
:,::_ 6 62240* 2 05 04 36 20 soil
_:_ 7 62255* 2 05 04 37 08 breccia
_,,.,.I 9 62275* 2 05 04 40 44 white rock
;_.:-._ lO 62295* 2 05 04 44 07 breccia
.,:..:_,_ 11 62280* 2 05 04 45 18 soil
•:-._ Residue 6lOlO
" G:_ One, two,and three digitnumbersindicatedocumentedbags
._,_ FSR indicatesloose (unbagged)sample
:!:,._ *indicatesprovisionalnumberunlistedin the Curator'sLunar Sample
"_:'"_i Data Inventoryas of May 12, 1972
iAs reportedby the Apollo 16 crew. For fullerdescriptionssee
' InteragencyReport: Astrogeology48, April 27, 1972.
2Sincepreparationof thesedata the LRL numberof sample61120 has
been changed to 61500
3Since preparation of these data the LRL numberof sample 6]500 has
been changedto 61140.
G',
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;' Table 6.--Contentsof SCB-5 (openedin NNPL, 19 May)
• _.;
•- Container LRL
number number Station AET TspeI
FSR-3 60q15" LM 05 05 02 36 bluish "genesis"
q
_' Cont':ntsof BSLSS (openedin N_NPL,19 May)
• • ]_;
, FSR-2 61016" l 05 04 07 30 "Muley"
',.,_ FSR-8B no_ assigned II 07 O0 07 53 breccia
_:_ *indicatesprovisionalnumberunlistedin the Curator'sLunarSample
,I D.itaInventoryas of May 12, 1972
i:!!!1 oo.
.,•.,.: ZAs reportedby the Apollo16 crew. For fullerdescriptionsee
.:_,, Interagency Report: Astrogeology 48, April 27, 1972.
• '4_
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Table 7.--Probable contents of SCB-I and SCB-3 (not opened as of 21 May)
Container LRL
number number Station AET TypeI
394 64435* 4 06 O0 16 05 glassy rock
395 64510* 4 06 O0 20 05 rake fragments
396 64500* 4 06 O0 23 22 rake soil
(?)2 not assigned 4 breccia
397 64455* 4 06 O0 29 08 glass spatter
" 398 64475* 4 06 O0 25 57 dusty rocks
399 64420* 4 06 O0 35 31 soil
. _ 400 64600* 4 06 O0 45 09 soil
: 401 64610* 4 06 O0 51 37 rake fragments
(?) not assigned 5 glass beads
i (?) not assigned 5 glass-covered rock
334 65610* 5 06 Ol 22 27 rake fragments
' 402 65600* 5 06 Ol 26 35 rake soil
_ 403 65075* 5 06 Ol 29 05 crystalline rock
•_ ,_ 404 65035* 5 06 Ol 30 34 glassy rock
• ._,._ 405 65310* 5 06 Ol 32 33 rake fragments
" ..i",._ 335 65710* 5 06 Ol 34 29 rake clods
_ 406 65700* 5 06 Ol 39 04 soilwith rock
_i_i!'_i!1 336 65095* 5 06 Ol 44 35 round rockc_,, 337 65055* 5 06 Ol 49 32 2 documentedrocks
• "_i (?) not assigned 6 soilr°Ck
_}_i;| 407 66030* 6 06 02 05 06 and rock
:_i_TIC 408 66055* 6 06 02 14 53 angularrock
_ j:!•_ 410 66095* 6 05 02 21 56 two crystallinerocks
::!_i_iI 4 60095* LM 05 Ol 53 _9 glass ball
_-•:,_,_7_ FSR-5 65015* 5 06 Ol 47 08 white rock
•_ _] 411 68510* 8 06 02 47 05 rake fragments
i! 412 68500* 8 06 02 53 50 rakesoil
413 68035* 8 06 02 56 13 black glass
,: L36 0 1 48 8 drive tube
_ _ : 375 68820* 8 06 03 21 30 soil344 68840* 8 06 03 29 34 soil
_::!i Surface 69003* 9 06 03 56 45 soil
sampler1
Surface 69004* 9 06 03 56 45 soil
sampler2
376 69920* 9 06 04 06 05 soil
377 69940* 9 06 04 06 48 soil
378 69935* 9 06 04 ll 46 breccia
!
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"_", Table 7 Ccon't)
_ Container LRL
"t
'_ number number Station AET Type 1
379 69960* 9 06 04 13 14 soil
380 69955* g 06 04 16 29 chip
381 60115* I0 06 05 !I 36 breccia
_ (?) not assigned 10 glass ball
" ._ L38 64001* 4 06 O0 37 23 drivetube
FSR-4A(?) not assigned LM 05 23 28 21 rock
_
One, two, and threedigitnumbersindicatedocumentedbags3
,', :i FSR indicates loose (unbagged) sample
• :',_i: ? Indicatestentativeidentification
: ,. --: *indicates provisional numbei' unlisted in the Curator's Lunar Sample Data
_, " _:• Inventoryas of May 12, 1972
,..,......._: 1As reportedby the Apollo16 crew. For fullerdescriptionssee Interagency
•.-.,_:,-",;-:"-:,.-..._ Report: Astrogeol ogy 48, r,pril 27, 1972
. '/,- ,. .j, -
;,.,_,:__ 2(_) indicatesquestionablesample.
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fTABL/; 9. - - SAHPLE INDEX BY COIIT_IN£R
CONTAI_ER LRL _O. PACE CONTAINER LRL NO. PAGE
DEEP COP_ 60001-60007 19-20,192 381 60115" 39-40,229
(BIT) (TOP) 382 67035 144-145,231
D.T. U43/L38 64002/64001" 88-89,208 383 67055 146-147,231
D.T. U29/L36 68002/68001" 125-126,221 384 67075 148-149,232
D.T. U45/L54 60010/60009 21-22,229 385 67095 150-151,232
D.T. U27/L32 60014/60013 23-24,247 386 67115 150-151,232
D.T. L3q CSVC 69001 136-137,227 387 67415" 156-158,234
2 61195" 64-66,197 388 67700-08 171-172,236
60095" 37-38,193 389 67935-37 173-175,236-237
5 62235'-37" 80-81,202 390 67940-48 174,176-177,238
6 62240" 80-81,202 391 67960 174,176-177,238
7 62255" 82-83,202 392 67975 174,176,239
9 62275" 84-85,203 394 64435" 92-93,206
10 62295" 86-87,203 395 64510" 96-97,206
11 62280" 86-87,203 396 64500" 96-97,207
13 60215" 43-44,247 397 64455" 94-95,207
15 60235" 45-46,248 398 64475 e 207
17 60255" 47-48,248 399 64420 _ 90-91,208
18 60275 49,248 400 64600" 98-99,209
20 60315 50-52,249 401 64510 e 98-99,209
331 60335" 53-54,249 402 65600 _ 112-113,212
332 65510 109-111;210 403 65075" 105-106,213
333 65500 109,111,211 404 65035 _ 101-102,213
334 65610" 112-113,211 405 65310" 101-102,214
335 65710" 114-115,214 406 65700" 114-115,215
336 65095" 107-I08,215 407 66030" 116,118,217
337 65055" 103-104,216 408 66055" 116-118,218
338 66040 116-118,218 409 66075 119-120,219
339 66080-86 121-122,218 410 66095" 123-124,219
340 68115 129-130,222 411 68510* !27-128,221
341 68415,1; 68416 131-132,223 412 68500" 127-128,221
342 68415,2 131-13_,223 413 68035* 127-128,222
343 68815,2 133-134,225 415 67435" 159-160,232
344 68840* 133,135,226 416 67455" 157,161-162,233
345 63510e 182-183,241 417 67460" 157,163-164,233
346 63500-09 182-183,241 418 67475" 157,165-166,233
63515 419 67480* 157,167-168,234
347 60610* 57-58,244 421 67610 e 169-170,235
348 60600 57-58,245 422 67600e-05" 169-170,235
349 60510* 55-56,245 423 67710* 171-172,235
350 E0500 55-56,246 425 67955-57 173-175,238
351 60035 e 33-34,193 426 63320 e 180-181,242352 61240"-49e 75-76,198 427 63340" 180-181,242
61255* 428 63335* 180-181,243
353 61295* 77-79,199 430 60135" 41-42,246 \
354 61120" 2.J 70-71,195 FSR-1 61015" 60-61,200
355 60050* 35-36,19_ P31_2 61016e 62-63,200
356 61160* 72,74,197 PSR-3 60015" 25-26,203-204
357 61220* 75-76,198 FSR-4 60016 27-28,205
362 61135* 64-66,197 FSR-QA? 59,205
363 61500e 3J 67-69,196 FSR-5 65015* 100,216
364 61175* 72-74,196-19 P3R-6 68815 133-134,225
368 61280* 77-79,200 I'SR-7 67015 142-143,231
369 61180_ 64-66,198 PSR-8 67915 173-175,237371 61155e-58 • 67-68,196 FSIt-SB 178-179,239372 61510* 70-71,195 PSR-9? 60017 1J 18o-181,243
373 60075 • 35-36,194 FSR-10 60018 29-30,246
374 68120 129-130,223 rsR-11 60019 31-32,247
375 68820* 133-134,225 PADDED BAG 1 67215" 152-153,239
376 69920" 138-139,227 PADDED BAG 2 67235 e 154-155t239
377 69940* 138-139,227 SURFACE
378 69935* ;_8-139,227 SAMPLE 1 69003 e 138-139,226
379 69960* 138,140,228 SURFACE
380 69955 e 138,140,228 S_LE 2 69004* 138-139,226 ,
D.T. INDICATES DRIVE TUBE. i
ONE, TWO, AND TIIREE DIGIT NU_ERS INDICATE DOCUmeNTED BAGS. i
FSR INDICATES LOOSE (UNBAGGED) SAMPLE. i
? INDICATES TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION.
I
• INDICATES PROVISIONAL NUI_ER UNLISTED IN THE CURATOR'S LUNAR SA_LE DATA.
INVENTORY AS OF F_Y 12, 1972. |
l J IN OUR JUDGEI_NT,SAMPLE 60017 WAS COLLECTED AT STATION 13.
IF CORRECTLY LOCATED, THE SA_LE _X BE RENUMBERED. •
2J SINCh PREPARATION OF THE_E DATA THE LRL NUMBER OF SA_LE 61120 HAS BEEN CH_ICED I ",TO 61500.
] SLUICE PREPARATION OF THESE DATA THE LRL NU_ER OF SAMPLE 61500 UAS BEEN CHANGED I
TO 611_0.
(
_so i
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TABLE 10 - - SAMPLE INDEX BY LRL NUMBER
LRL 110. CONTAINER PAGE LRI, i_O. COIITAINER PAGE
60001-60007 D_LP CORE 19-20,192 63340* 427 180-181 242
(BIT) (TOP) 63355" 429 180-181 243
60010/60009 D.T. U45/L54 21-22,229 63356" 429 180-181 243
60014/60013 D.T. U27/L32 23-24,24"7 63357" 429 190-181 243
60015" FSR-3 25-26,203-204 63500 346 182-183 _I
"" 60016 FSR-q 27-28,205 63505 346 182-183 2414
60017 IJ FSR-9? 180-181,243 63506 346 182-183 241
_ 60018 FSR-10 29-30,246 63507 346 182-183 241
. _ 60019 FSR-11 31-32,247 63508 346 182-183 241
FSR-_A? 59,205 63509 346 182-183 241
60035" 351 33-34,193 63510' 345 182-183,241
I 60050" 355 35-36,194 63515 346 182-183,241
60075' 373 35-36,194 64002/64001" D.£. U43/L38 88-89,208
60095" 4 37-38,193 64420" 399 90-91,208
60115" 381 39-40,229 64435" 394 92-93,206
'-.'. 60135' 430 41-42,246 64455' 397 94-95,207
60215 _ 13 43-44,247 64475" 398 207
60235' 15 45-46,248 64500" 396 96-97,207
•_ 60255" 17 47-48,248 64510" 395 96-97,206
. .,' 60275 18 49,248 64600" 400 98-99,209
60315 20 50-52,2_9 64610" 401 98-99,209
,, 60335* 331 53-54,249 65015* FSR-5 100,216
60500 350 55-56,2_6 65035" 404 101-102,213
,,:. 60510" 349 55-56,245 65055* 337 103-104,216
"_"._ 60600 3_8 57-58,245 65075 _ 403 105-106,213
• _ 60610* 347 57-58,244 65095* 336 107-108,215
• .._, 61015" FS_-_ 60-61,200 65310* 405 101-102,214
_',.._ 61016* PSR-2 62-63,200 65500 33? 109,111,211
'i_ "_ 61120_ 2J 354 70-71,195 65510 332 109-111,210
61135. 362 64-66,197 65300. 402 112-113,212
•_'._ ....................................................................................................
• _ _' 61155* 371 67-68,136 65610" 334 112-113,211
61156" 371 67-68,196 65700* 406 114-115,215
. _.. 61157" 371 67-68,196 65710* 335 114-115,214 :
• "_ ._ 61158* 371 67-68,196 66030 ° 407 116,118,217
61160_ 356 72,74,197 66040 338 116-118,218 \
..:_/'.. 61175" 364 72-74,196-197 66055" 408 116-118,218
':._. 61180 _ 369 6_-66,198 66075 409 119-120,219
:_'_ 6119_" 2 64-66,197 66080 339 121-122,218
_ _ 61220_ 357 75-76,198 66085 339 121-122,218
_, 66086 339 121-122,218
_._, :- --------.------ ..... ...... .-. .... .-.--. .... .-._.--.
"'. , 61240_ 352 75-76,198 66095* 410 123-124,219
."" . 61245" 352 75-76,198 67015 FSR-7 142-1_3,231
• 61246* 352 75-76,198 FSR-8B 17_-179,239 "
61247* 352 75-76,198 67035 382 144-145,231
612_8_ 352 75-76,198 67055 383 146-147,231
612_9 _ 352 75-76,198 67075 38_ 148-149,232
61255* 352 75-76,198 67095 385 150-151,232
61280* 368 77-79,200 67115 386 150-151.232
61295* 353 77-79,199 67215* PA_D_G 1 152-153,239
61500_..;3.J 363 67-69,196 67235, pADDED BAG 2 15_-155,239
61510* 372 70-71.195 67_15 e 387 156-158.234
62235t 5 80-81.202 67435* _15 159-160.232
62236 t 5 80-81.202 67_55 • 416 157.161-162.233
"' 62237* 5 80"81,202 67460 e _17 157,163-16%233
i_':iil "i_ 622'0' 6 80-81.202 67475" q18 157.165"166,233
62255* 7 82-83.202 67_80 _ _19 157.167-168.23_
62275 e 9 8_-85.203 67510* _20 157.167-168.23_
62280* 11 86-87,203 67600* _22 169-170,235
62295 _ 10 86-87.203 67605 v _22 169-170.235
63320* _26 180-181.2_2 67610 e _21 169-170.235
:_i_!_l 63335" ,28 180-181.2'3
]97202]]74-254
TABLE 10 CONT. - - S_p_._- INDEX BY L_ _ER
L_ NO. CONTAINER PAGE
67700 388 171-172 236
67705 388 171-172 236
67706 388 171-172 236
67707 388 171-172 236
67708 388 171-172 236
67710* 423 171-172 23.5
67915 FSR-8 173-175 .237
67935 389 173-175 236-237
67936 389 173-175 236-237
67937 389 173-175 236-237
67940 390 174,176-177,238
.' 67945 390 174,176-177w238
67946 390 174,176-177,238
67947 390 174,176-177,238
67948 390 174,176-177,238
'_ 67955 425 173-175,233
• .: 67956 425 173-175,238
.' * , _ 67957 _25 173-175,238
:'._ 67960 391 174,176-177,238
" " '_- 67975 392 174,176,239
_, .., 68002/68001* D.T. U29/L36 125-126,221....... .----. .... . .... ...--.--. .................. .--__
"*'." "-._ 68035* 413 127-128,222
. .,..; 68115 340 129-130,222
• "., . 68120 374 129-130,223
_. 68415,1 341 131-132,223
.'_,,../. ,. '; 68ql 5,2 342 131-132,223
t 68416 341 131-132,223L_
%_ ! 68500 • 412 127-128,221
:._':I,':.:_'-" 68510* 411 127-128 , 221
,S::;:.i 68815 133-134.225• 8815,2 343 33-13q,225j_ .',*:...: .................................................
•::'. _.:.'_ ,:.,; 68820 _ 375 133-13L:,225
...,"_*._.' '_ 68840" 344 133,135,226
• 69001 D.T.,.34cs, 136-137,227• " 69003* SURFACE
• o"_ ;t
,'_ •,..' . SAMPLE 1 138-139,226
"":":"/" 6900o,* SU_ACE \
SAMPLE 2 138-139,226
;:i:'_',":!_ _ '_''I"; _9935" 378 138-139,227
;':'Y" : 69920* 376 138-139,227
• .,_ _ .., _ 699_0 _ 377 138-139,227
•" 69960* 379 138,1 _0,228
• INDICATES PR_ZSIO_L _% NUMBER UNLISTED IN THE CU_R*S LUNAR SAMPLE DATA INVENTORY
AS O)' NAY 12, 1972. 12, 1972.
! D,T. INDICATES DRZVE TUBE.
_K, TWO, AND THREE DIGIT NUMBERS INDICATE DOCUMENTED BAGS.
FSR INDICATES _E (UNBAGGED) SAMPLE, _,
? I_ICAT_ TENTATIVE IDENTIFICATION°
lj IN OUR _, _T.m 60017 WAS COLLECTED AT STATION 13. IF CORRECTLY LOCATED, THE
i_., _SI_E THE PREPARATION OF TNIB _PO_, THE L_ _ O_ _T._. 61120 _S BEEN CHANGED TO 61500.
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